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I present the context-unified encoding (CUE) model, a large-scale spiking neu-
ral network model of human memory. It combines and integrates activity-based
short-term memory with weight-based long-term memory. The implemen-
tation with spiking neurons ensures biological plausibility and allows for
predictions on the neural level. At the same time, the model produces be-
havioural outputs that have been matched to human data from serial and free
recall experiments. In particular, well-known results such as primacy, recency,
transposition error gradients, and forward recall bias have been reproduced
with good quantitative matches. Additionally, the model accounts for the
effects of the acetylcholine antagonist scopolamine, and the Hebb repetition
effect.
The CUE model combines and extends the ordinal serial encoding (OSE)
model, a spiking neuron model of short-term memory, and the temporal con-
text model (TCM), a mathematical model of free recall. To the former, a neural
mechanism for tracking the list position is added. The latter is converted into a
spiking neural network under considerations of the main features and simplifi-
cation of equations where appropriate. Previous models of the recall process
in the TCM are replaced by a new independent accumulator recall process
that is more suited to the integration into a large-scale network. To implement
the modification of the required association matrices, a novel learning rule,
the association matrix learning rule (AML), is derived that allows for one-shot
learning without catastrophic forgetting. Its biological plausibility is discussed
and it is shown that it accounts for changes in neural firing observed in human
recordings from an association learning experiment. Furthermore, I discuss
a recent proposal of an optimal fuzzy temporal memory as replacement for
the TCM context signal and show it to be likely to require more neurons than
there are in the human brain.
To construct the CUE model, I have used the Neural Engineering Frame-
work (NEF) and Semantic Pointer Architecture (SPA). This thesis makes novel
contributions to both. I propose to distribute NEF intercepts according to
the distribution of cosine similarities of random uniformly distributed unit
vectors. This leads to a uniform distribution of active neurons and reduces
the error introduced by spiking noise considerably in high-dimensional neu-
ronal representations. It improves the asymptotic scaling of the noise error
with dimensions 𝑑 from 𝑂(𝑑) to 𝑂(𝑑3/4). These results are applied to achieve
ix
improved Semantic Pointer representations in neural networks are on par with
or better than previous methods of optimizing neural representations for the
Semantic Pointer Architecture. Furthermore, the vector-derived transformation
binding (VTB) is investigated as an alternative to circular convolution in the
SPA, with promising results.
x
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1. Introduc on
If you have no memory, how can you
be certain of anything?
(Monkey in Kubo and the Two Strings)
Memory in its different forms is an important aspect of human and animal
cognition. It allows such agents to return to previously visited water and food
locations (Vorhees and Williams 2014), allows them to act more optimally
in situations similar to prior experiences, or allows them to avoid dangerous
situations. In this way, memory allows for adaptation to a complex environment
on a faster time scale than genetic selection. This is especially important in
unstable and changing environments. In humans, memory is also important
for forming social relationships, a shared culture, and even a functioning
society. For example, strategies in the repeated prisoner’s dilemma1 depend on
working memory capacity (Milinski and Wedekind 1998). Moreover, memory
contributes to our individual sense of self (Prebble, Addis, and Tippett 2013).
In addition to these functional reasons, an addressable memory is also im-
portant from a computational perspective. It allows for a more compact imple-
mentation of many computational processes than a pure state machine could
achieve (Gallistel and King 2009). Overall, the storage of information over time
is a fundamental requirement in many cognitive systems.
Accordingly, there is a long history of memory research. The well-known pri-
macy and recency effects (discussed in more detail in Section 1.2) have already
been described by Robinson and M. A. Brown (1926). Nevertheless, there are
1The scenario of the prisoner’s dilemma poses that two subjects are arrested, but the evidence
is not sufficient to convict them on the principle charge. If both subjects stay silent, they
each get a prison sentence of one year. Either subject can decide to betray the other in
which case they get no prison sentence while the other subject gets a sentence of three
years. However, if both subjects decide to betray each other, each gets a prison sentence
of two years. The subjects are not allowed to communicate, but in the repeated prisoner’s
dilemma they can penalize each other for previous decisions.
1
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still many open questions regarding memory function and implementation in
the brain. One important challenge that memory systems have to solve is the
so-called stability-plasticity dilemma (Abraham and A. Robins 2005). On the one
hand, there is a need to quickly form new memories, sometimes even with a
single exposure (also known as one-shot learning). On the other hand, such high
plasticity can easily lead to overwriting of old memories, rendering memory
systems useless. Buzsáki (1989) and others have proposed multi-stage memory
models to address this dilemma, where different memory systems are in place
for different timescales with different levels of plasticity.
Despite this, much experimental research and modeling treat different mem-
ory systems as isolated. This simplifies the analysis of results to an extent, but
to get a general understanding of memory as a whole our characterization
of memory phenomena needs to be integrated at some point. Furthermore,
many models of memory or learning focus on either small scale neural changes
without any direct connection to behaviour (e.g., Levy, Hocking, and Wu 2005),
or on idealized behaviour described with mathematical equations, but no solid
grounding in biological plausibility (e.g., Milford, Wyeth, and Prasser 2004).
So it is not only important to integrate our understanding of memory systems,
but also to bridge the gap from neural mechanisms to behaviour. With this
thesis I attempt to advance our understanding of memory in these ways by
proposing a model integrating short- and long-term memory, thus modeling
their interaction. Moreover, I implement the model as a spiking neural network
to ensure biological plausibility, while at the same time matching behavioural
data.
While this work is still limited with regard to the variety of memory systems
covered, there are promising long-term prospects for a better understanding
of human memory. Many forms of memory loss are currently untreatable.
However, diseases associated with aging, like Alzheimer’s, significantly impair
the function of memory systems and are getting more common as our life-span
increases due to medical and nutritional advances. A better understanding of
memory might allow us to devise better treatments, or even stop and reverse the
memory detoriation. A potential route to such treatments is through memory
implants of the kind already demonstrated in rats by Berger et al. (2011). For
these sort of implants, an understanding of how memories are encoded is at
least helpful, if not crucial.
These are certainly strong motivators for research into memory, but it is
also worthwhile to advance our general understanding of how the human
2
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brain works. An important step in testing our current understanding of the
brain is the Spaun model (Eliasmith, Stewart, et al. 2012). Spaun is a spiking
neural network of 2.5 million neurons, grounded in biology, that can perform 8
different tasks. It gets sensory input (low resolution black and white symbols)
and produces a behavioural motor output with a simulated arm. The number
of tasks it can perform demonstrates that it is not a specialized model for a
single task, but can switch between different tasks. Obviously, Spaun is still
much simpler (and has many fewer neurons) than an actual brain, and is still
far from capturing the complexity of a real brain. But it incorporates a number
of qualitative key aspects, such as the ability to switch tasks, making human-
like errors, and being implemented in an anatomically constrained spiking
neural network. However, one key aspect is still missing. While it can perform
working memory dependent tasks and has simple reinforcement learning, it
is missing a declarative and episodic long-term memory. The work in this
thesis can also be seen as a step toward implementing a model of such memory
for the future integration in even larger scale models, combining further key
aspects of cognition within a single model.
1.1. Behavioural characteriza on of memory
Memory systems have been characterized in different and sometimes contra-
dictory ways. However, one commonly used distinction is made along two
orthogonal dimensions: by timescale and by type of information stored. On the
timescale axis one can differentiate between short-term memory (STM) lasting for
up to tens of seconds and long-term memory (LTM) which can last between hours
to decades (Chaudhuri and Fiete 2016). However, there is no single agreed
upon definition of the exact boundaries. Sometimes the term very long-term
memory (vLTM) is used in addition to STM and LTM for memory that exceeds
LTM (Solso 1998).
Another use of these terms defines STM as memory being maintained
through sustained neural firing, while LTM and vLTM are realized by synaptic-
weight changes. The volatility of sustained neural firing explains why in this
use of terms, STM usually corresponds to information maintained on shorter
timescales than in LTM. Moreover, the term working memory (WM) is often
used to refer to active representations that allow direct mental manipulation. In








Figure 1.1.: Categorization of memory by type of stored information.
activity-based and weight-based forms of memory.
When classifying memory by type of information, a representation as a tree
structure can be helpful (Fig. 1.1). On the highest level, we have the distinction
between implicit and explicit memory. Implicit memory does not allow for
conscious access. A typical example is procedural or motor memory like the
exact muscle contractions for keeping balance when riding a bike. Explicit
memory allows for conscious access and is further subdivided into declarative
and episodic memory. The declarative memory allows us to store and repro-
duce facts like the birthday of a friend, whereas the episodic memory provides
a recollection of life experiences. Here, I will focus on declarative memory as
this type of memory has been well-studied in many memory experiments.
1.2. Experimental findings in memory research
Many memory experiments require the participants to memorize lists of words
and recall them afterwards. Usually an experiment will fall into one of two
categories depending on how the subjects are required to recall the list items:
in free recall experiments, the subjects are free to recall the items in any order;
in serial recall experiments, the subjects are required to recall the items in the
order they were presented.
The hallmark finding in memory research, especially for serial recall experi-
ments, are the primacy and recency effects. Subjects tend to remember the start
of list (primacy) and the end of list (recency) better (Fig. 1.2). Furthermore, if
subjects in a serial recall experiment recall an item at the wrong position, a
so-called transposition, it is more likely to be an item that was close in the list
than an item several positions away.
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Figure 1.2.: Serial position curve of a immediate serial recall experiment with
a 10 item list. Data reproduced from Jahnke (1968) with 95 % confi-
dence intervals.
In free recall experiments, a recency effect is observed as well. This does not
only show in the serial position curve, but participants often start out with
recalling the last item first. This can be measured by the probability of first recall
(Fig. 1.3). Another important aspect of free recall is captured by the conditional
response probability (CRP). It gives the probability for the difference (the lag)
in serial positions of two recalled items. It is peaked around zero, indicating
that items in proximity in the learned list tend to be recalled together, while
jumps to remote items are rarer. This is known as contiguity or the lag-recency
effect. The CRP curve also has a characteristic asymmetry which shows the bias
for forward (opposed to backward) recall.
By introducing a delay filled with a distractor task, referred to as delayed (free)
recall, both the probability of first recall and the CRP curve will become much
flatter. This effect cannot solely be attributed to (suppressed) rehearsal effects
as introducing an equally long distractor interval in-between the list items,
known as continuous distractor (free) recall, partially restores the recency effect in
the probability of first recall.
While there are many other experimental findings in memory research, there
are two more findings that I will focus on in this thesis. The first is the dif-
ferential effects of the acetylcholine antagonist scopolamine on encoding and
recall (Ghoneim and Mewaldt 1975). Recall performance is normal when scopo-
lamine is injected after the presentation phase, but the number of successful
recalls is considerably lower when the injection is done before the presentation
5
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(b) Conditional response probability
Figure 1.3.: Data from free recall experiments with 12 item lists. (a) Probability
of first recall. (b) Conditional response probability. All data from
Howard and Kahana (1999) with 95 % confidence intervals.
phase. The number of successfully recalled items in the latter case is around
the short-term memory span, which might show an effect purely on LTM, but
not STM. This experiment is of interest as a neural network model is more
suited to modeling such drug effects than typical mathematical models.
Second, the Hebb repetition effect is the observation that in repeated immediate
recall experiments, the recall accuracy of a repeated list (typically every third
list) will increase with repetitions (Hebb 1961). Whether the test subject has
to become consciously aware of the repetition is debated (Stadler 1993). It is
of interest in this thesis that the Hebb repetition effect has been regarded as
useful in testing the interaction of STM and LTM, or as Burgess and Hitch
(2005) phrase it, this effect is a “powerful vehicle for developing and testing
models of the relationship between STM and LTM”.
1.3. Neuroanatomy of memory
Short-term memory is attributed to cortical brain regions, but there is no
single region that is the unique locus of STM. Sensory short-term memory is
distributed across the corresponding cortical sensory and related brain regions
(Zelano et al. 2009; Todd and Marois 2004; Baldo, Katseff, and Dronkers 2012).
For example, auditory memory can be found in the temporal cortex close
to speech processing areas, whereas visual short-term memory is located in
6



































Figure 1.4.: (a) Location of the hippocampus in the human brain. (b) Connectivity between
entorhinal cortex (EC) and hippocampal subregions: dentate gyrus (DG), CA1,
CA3.
parietal cortex. Furthermore, multimodal integration and manipulation in
working memory has been found to lead to increased activation in prefrontal
cortex (Rypma et al. 1999).
Compared to short-term memory, the formation of new long-term memories
is more localized. In particular, the hippocampus (HC) has been implicated in
the acquisition of new declarative and episodic memories (Eichenbaum 2001).
A finding originally derived from patients with hippocampal lesions, most
famously HM who got his hippocampus (but also other brain regions) removed
due to severe epilepsy (Penfield and Milner 1958; Scoville and Milner 1957;
Squire 2009). The hippocampus is named for its sea horse shaped structure. It
is located in the medial temporal lobe (Fig. 1.4) and lies near the subiculum and
entorhinal cortex (EC). The hippocampus is further divided into substructures
CA3, CA1, and the dentate gyrus (DG) by its cytoarchitectural structure. While
the CA3 and CA1 regions consist mainly of pyramidal neurons and about 10 %
GABAergic, inhibitory interneurons (Freund and Buzsáki 1996), granule cells
are the main constituent of the dentate gyrus. Furthermore, the dentate gyrus
has a large number of cells that exhibit sparse activity compared to CA3. In
humans the cell count of the DG is about twice as high as in CA3, whereas in
rats DG has about five times more cells than the CA3 region.
The connectivity to, from, and within hippocampus is exceptionally well
7
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known. There are two major pathways from entorhinal cortex. The direct
pathway originates in layer III of the entorhinal cortex and targets the distal
apical dendrites of CA1 neurons. The trisynaptic pathway originates in layer
II and leads via the dentate gyrus, and CA3 also to CA1, but targeting the
proximal dendrites (a signal thus crosses three synapses). The connections
from the dentate gyrus to the CA3 region are termed the mossy fiber pathway.
Each of these mossy fibers innervates about 15 neurons (Claiborne, Amaral, and
Cowan 1986) which results in each CA3 pyramidal neuron receiving input from
about 50 to 90 granule cells (Squire, Shimamura, and Amaral 1989, p. 230). The
final bundle of connections from CA3 to CA1 is known as the Schaffer collateral
pathway. Further major hippocampal connections exist from the entorhinal
cortex to CA3, mostly targeting the same cells as the connection from dentate
gyrus (Paxinos 2014), and recurrent connections in CA3. However, a single cell
in CA3 is not recurrently innervated by more than 5% of all CA3 cells (Squire,
Shimamura, and Amaral 1989, p. 231).
Given these neuroanatomical properties, some of the hippocampal regions
have been assumed to be involved in specific tasks. The sparse coding and large
cell count of the dentate gyrus led to the belief that it is responsible for pattern
separation (Rolls 2013). The CA3 region with its recurrent connectivity could
be involved in pattern completion or forward predictions (Guzowski, Knierim,
and Moser 2004; S. Leutgeb and J. K. Leutgeb 2007; Rolls 2013). Additional
evidence for this comes from unimpaired recognition memory after lesioning
the CA3 to CA1 connections despite impairing selective recall (Brun et al. 2002).
A review of hippocampal structures would not be complete without men-
tioning hippocampal place cells and entorhinal grid cells (Hafting et al. 2005),
first discovered in rats, but existent also in other animals (Buzsáki and Moser
2013). A grid cell fires when the animal is in locations arranged in a regular
hexagonal grid in an environment. Place cells are similar, but fire only for
one specific location in an environment and remap between environments.
While these cells are involved in navigational tasks, a connection to memory is
possible (Buzsáki and Moser 2013). However, paying further attention to these
cells is out of the scope of this thesis.
Closely related to grid and place cells is the hippocampal theta oscillation
of 4 Hz to 8 Hz found in rats. The spiking of place cells during a theta cycle is
timed according to the distance from corresponding land marks, a phenomen
termed phase precession (O’Keefe and Recce 1993). The coupling of the theta
and gamma bands has also been shown to be important in the learning of item-
8
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context associations (Tort et al. 2009). Despite some debate, there is evidence
for similar, but slower (< 4 Hz), hippocampal oscillations in humans related to
episodic memory encoding (Lega, Jacobs, and Kahana 2012). However, their
functional relevance is not entirely clear at this point.
Finally, most commonly during sleep, but also in immobile rats, sharp waves
(SPWs) are observed in the rat hippocampus (Chrobak and Buzsáki 1994;
Girardeau et al. 2009). These have been implicated to be involved in memory
consolidation from hippocampus to the neocortex, a process not covered in
this thesis.
1.4. Memory models
Different memory models can be roughly sorted into three classes. Conceptual
models describe different components and processes of memory and their
interaction. Often they are presented as box and arrow diagrams. They do
not allow for a precise mechanistic explanation or quantitative predictions.
Mathematical models address this by providing exact equations that can be
evaluated to obtain quantitative predictions. However, they do not explain the
neural implementation and thus are not constrained to biologically plausible
mechanisms. Finally, connectionist models use neural networks with varying
degrees of abstraction. As such their biological plausibility also varies. While
those models come closer to explaining neural mechanisms of memory, they
less often address the behavioural data from high-level cognitive experiments.
1.4.1. Conceptual models
Yntema and Trask (1963) presented one of the first models of memory. They
conceptualized retrieval as a search process where each item in memory is
associated with tags referencing further information. For example, a time tag
would encode the time an item was observed. The whole description, however,
is more based on how a memory system could be implemented on a classical
von Neumann computer and does not consider if or how those operations
could be neurally implemented.
Atkinson and Shiffrin (1968) developed another early memory model con-
sisting of a sensory memory, short-term store, and long-term store. Sensory
information enters the short-lived sensory memory, before it is (potentially
9
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partially) transmitted to the short-term store. This store can hold informa-
tion indefinitely with rehearsal, but without it is assumed to be lost within
thirty seconds. Furthermore, items in the short-term store can be transferred
to and retrieved from the long-term store. The model is very general and does
not provide many constraints or detailed mechanisms apart from this basic
distinction.
To date, the most influential conceptual organization of working memory
was proposed by Baddeley (1986). He proposed, based on experimental data,
separate stores for visual and acoustic information, termed the visuospatial
sketchpad and phonological loop respectively. These are controlled by a central
executive. Furthermore, in Baddeley (2000) the model was extended with an
episodic buffer for the binding of multimodal information and transfer to
episodic long-term memory. The main relevance of the model is that it informs
us about the organization of (working) memory by modality; but it does less
to elucidate mechanisms.
In general, conceptual models can give a high-level account and they can be
evaluated with respect to their qualitative agreement to behavioural data. How-
ever, they cannot provide us with quantitative predictions which makes a more
rigorous validation difficult. They, also, do not explain the cognitive mecha-
nisms in detail, and an account of the neural implementation is completely out
of their reach.
1.4.2. Mathema cal models
Some of the weaknesses of conceptual models are addressed by mathematical
models. These models make quantitative predictions about the behavioural
data and describe underlying cognitive mechanisms to a varying degree, but do
not provide a neural implementation. There is a vast number of such models
and not all can be discussed here. Thus I will focus on some of the most
influential ones.
Such a list certainly contains the perturbation model for serial order by Estes
(1972), the free recall model Search of Associative Memory (SAM) by Raaijmak-
ers and Shiffrin (1981), the recognition memory model Retrieving Effectively
from Memory (REM) by Shiffrin and Steyvers (1997), and the episodic memory
model MINERVA2 by Hintzman (1988). The perturbation model is an early
attempt to provide a mathematical framework for how remembered item posi-
tions can drift over time. In SAM, cues are assembled in a short-term memory
10
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to retrieve associations from a long-term associative memory (the search part
of the model). In the REM, model error prone copies of feature vectors derived
from the study items are stored. A recognition probe is matched to the stored
feature vectors and a likelihood ratio of the match scores being generated by an
old versus a new item is calculated. The MINERVA2 model also uses feature
vectors that are stored as traces and can be probed by cues.
All of these models, and most other mathematical models, either assume
item-to-item or position-to-item associations. The primacy model by Page and
Norris (1998) is worth noting because it uses a different approach. In that
model, items are activated according to a primacy gradient, but the model is
agnostic as to how this gradient is generated. This, however, also leaves that
aspect underspecified.
Common to all of these models is that they do not consider biological plau-
sibility. Thus it is unclear whether any of the models can be implemented in
a neural substrate while preserving their predictions. Or, similarly what the
limitations with regard to noise and requirements for neural resources are.
Nevertheless, mathematical modelling is an important first step in figuring out
what sort of processes are worth considering for a neural implementation. Also,
there are some reoccurring ideas in these models that are useful to consider
in the context of a neural model. For example, starting with J. A. Anderson
(1973) many models have used random feature vectors to represent individual
items. That approach is similar to the Semantic Pointer Architecture (SPA)
presented in Chapter 5 which can be implemented neurally with the methods
of the Neural Engineering Framework (Chapter 3).
An especially influential model based on such random feature vectors was
TODAM2 (Murdock 1993). It was able to fit a large body of experimental
data and, in that regard, aims to be a general theory for item recognition,
serial order, and associative memory. A neural implementation could very
well be possible with the NEF, but has not been attempted so far. However,
Choo (2010) pointed out that the dimensionality of the vectors in the model
increases with each stored item due to the use of convolution powers. Thus, the
requirement for neural resources grows in an unbounded manner. Even when
using circular convolution in the model, a neural implementation might be
problematic because the vector norm can grow without bound (Section 5.1.3). It
is also worth noting, that TODAM2 does not give an account of how responses
are generated.
Another useful idea, that had its origin in mathematical models, is the
11
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idea of a randomly drifting context signal that items get associated to. Estes
(1955) presented the first model of this type and Murdock (1997) extended the
TODAM2 model in this way to explain additional data. Two open questions in
these sort of models are, (1) how is the context at an earlier time re-instantiated
to start the recall; and (2) how the context is advanced in the same way during
recall as in the study phase to recall the remaining items? As the signal drifts
randomly, a memory for the context signal itself would be needed. The OSCAR
model (G. D. A. Brown, Preece, and Hulme 2000) solves part of this by using a
deterministic context signal that is generated from multidimensional oscillators.
This allows replay of the exact same context signal once it has been reset. It still
does not describe how the context is re-instantiated to start the recall, as this
still requires knowledge of the oscillator states at the beginning of the study
phase.
All of these context-based models cannot explain the asymmetric CRP curves.
The temporal context model (Howard and Kahana 2002), however, was specifi-
cally constructed to explain these free recall data. It also uses a context signal,
but this signal is updated by the studied (and recalled) items themselves. Each
item recalls a prior context associated with that item to partially update the
current context, and the updated context gets associated with the studied item.
This solves the re-instantiation problem, as the right cue can set the context
to be similar to the study context to retrieve an item. That retrieved item in
turn updates the context to retrieve more items related to the updated context.
Thus, it is also available to appropriately advance the context after each recall.
The TCM model is discussed in more detail in Chapter 8. But it is not perfect. It
did not capture immediate free recall data involving short-term memory, even
though it was presented as a single-store framework, i.e. a single memory for
both STM and LTM. This single-store assumption was criticized by Davelaar
et al. (2008) and is in contradiction to neuroimaging data (Talmi et al. 2005).
Many of these models are also vague on the exact processes of recall. Though,
the ACT-R model of serial recall by J. R. Anderson and Matessa (1997), in
which items are associated with their serial positions, describes detailed steps
necessary for recall. Unfortunately, it is vague on the exact storage mechanism
of items.
Recently, Shankar and Howard (2013) proposed an optimally fuzzy temporal
memory that is less motivated by behavioural data, but more by a mathematical
optimal and scale-free storage of a time-varying signal. Nevertheless, it has
been proposed to model the coding in hippocampus (Howard, MacDonald,
12
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et al. 2014). In this framework, the input signal is stored by a bank of leaky
accumulators with different time constants. This corresponds to a Laplace
transform of the signal. To decode the history of the input signal, a linear
operator approximating the inverse Laplace transform is used. I discuss this
model in more detail in Section 13.2, and demonstrate that it is highly sensitive
to noise, which is prohibitive to a neural implementation.
1.4.3. Connec onist models
Compared to the vast number of mathematical models, there are many fewer
connectionist models, although most of those that exist try to ensure more bio-
logical realism. Many of these models focus on reproducing low-level findings
in the hippocampus, such as sequence compression in replay (Levy, Hocking,
and Wu 2005) or place cells (Milford, Wyeth, and Prasser 2004). The model
presented by Hasselmo (2012), might very well be the most comprehensive
hippocampus model to date, describing the storage of episodic memories as a
spatial trajectory. It addresses experimental data on place cells and the theta
rhythm. A very recent model by Yu et al. (2017), constructs a three-layer spiking
neural network that is able to encode a sequence over several iterations and
replay it during a cycle of the theta rhythm. These models, however, still leave
a large gap to high-level cognitive behaviour as modelled by mathematical
models. In addition, the Hasselmo (2012) relies on hypothetical “arc length”
cells to disambiguate memories (cp. S. Robins 2015).
Nevertheless, there are some connectionist models that try to reduce this
gap by addressing behavioural effects with a neural network implementation.
Namely, Burgess and Hitch (1992) and Burgess and Hitch (1996) propose mod-
els for the articulary loop, Norman and O’Reilly (2003) for recognition and
familiarity effects, and Botvinick and Plaut (2006) for immediate serial recall.
All of these models use rate based neurons as an abstraction. While rate neuron
models are a useful tool to build tractable models with a degree of biological
realism, one has to be careful to not introduce biologically implausible features.
For example, the noise introduced by discrete spikes is neglected. In particular,
Norman and O’Reilly (2003) use a 𝑘-winner-take-all mechanism that is hard
to realize in spiking neurons as it requires a fine balance of excitation and
inhibition. Potentially even more problematic is the use of back-propagation
learning in the model by Botvinick and Plaut (2006). While learning with
back-propagation is a tremendously successful technique in machine learning,
13
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it is still unclear whether biological neural networks can implement this sort of
learning. This remains true despite new techniques like feedback-alignment
(Lillicrap et al. 2016) and related work (Bengio et al. 2015), that might eventually
provide biological plausible implementations.
To the best of my knowledge there are only two memory-related models that
address these concerns about biological plausibility by using spiking neurons
while at the same time connecting to behavioural data. The first one is the
ordinal serial encoding (OSE) model of serial recall by Choo (2010). As a
primarily short-term memory model, it uses recurrently connected neurons to
store the memory trace in neural activity. This approach is also used to model
a long-term memory component that can be attributed to hippocampal storage.
While this allows for a first approximation, a storage in synaptic weights would
be more plausible for such a component. The second model was specifically
developed to model the storage of serial lists with hippocampus by Oliver
Trujillo (2014). It is able to reproduce neural data like replay and theta rhythm.
However, the length of stored lists is limited in similar fashion to the STM
capacity in the OSE model, despite long term memory being certainly able to
learn longer lists. Learning longer lists in the model would require the chaining
of individual lists with different contexts, but no mechanism for this has been
given in the model. Another questionable feature is the usage of a clock signal
that is adjusted to speed up compressed replay.
1.4.4. Summary
Despite many existing models, a number of questions have not been sufficiently
addressed (cp. Horwitz and J. F. Smith 2008). To date no model demonstrates
a satisfying degree of biological plausibility while at the same time addressing
behavioural data from cognitive psychology. Many models are not concerned
with the interaction of short-term and long-term memory despite the impor-
tance for many fundamental effects on memory performance. This includes
neural processes for the coordination and control of the interplay of these
memory components. Finally, the recall process or reinstantiation of recall
context is often not precisely explained even though it is an essential part of
memory function.
I address these points with the context-unified encoding (CUE) model pre-
sented in this thesis. It combines activity-based short-term memory with
weight-based long-term memory and also specifies the required control and
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recall processes. Biological plausibility is ensured by an implementation as a
spiking neural network. Despite the low-level implementation, it is validated
against human, behavioural data.
This thesis is divided into two parts. In the first part, all the basic methods
required for the construction of such a large-scale spiking neural network model
are developed and discussed. This includes some secondary research objectives
to improve neural representations to ultimately require fewer neurons for a
higher simulation throughput. In the second part, the methods from the
first part are employed to build up the CUE model and compare the model







The information processing in the brain is performed by neurons (see Fig. 2.1).
Despite a wide variety of different neuron types and behaviours, the typical
behavior of most neurons can be described as follows. These cells build up
an electrical potential of about −70 mV, the resting membrane potential, across
their cell membrane with the ions in the intra- and extracellular fluid. When
the membrane potential is sufficiently depolarized (to about −50 mV), voltage
gated ion channels trigger a sudden and short-lived depolarization (typically
about 1 ms), generating a so-called action potential or spike. This action poten-
tial travels along the neuron’s axon and triggers the release of neurotransmitters
at the boutons, which open into synapses, where the axon comes extremely
close to other neuron’s dendrites. The released neurotransmitters will influ-
ence the ion channels of the post-synaptic neuron and either lower (inhibitory
synapse) or raise (excitatory synapse) the membrane potential. The deflection
of the membrane potential depends on the strength of the synapse and the
speed of the release and uptake of the neurotransmitter. If the post-synaptic
neuron receives sufficient input from other neurons, its membrane potential
will be sufficiently deflected to initiate a new action potential. By the pattern
of connectivity that controls what activity in some neurons triggers activity in
other neurons, the brain is able to perform the computations that lead to an
agent’s behavior.
To model neurons computationally, it is necessary to chose a level of ab-
straction. On the one hand, it is possible to create very detailed models with
spatial extent (e.g., Markram et al. 2015; Bahl et al. 2012) where individual ion
channels and the propagation of electrical potentials is modeled. On the other
hand, one can use very abstract neuron models that basically consist of nodes
summing their inputs and applying non-linearity using real valued stand-ins
for firing rates (instead of discrete spikes). This latter type of model is common
in artificial neural networks and deep learning.
A widely used neuron model in computational neuroscience, that is midway
between these two extremes, is the leaky integrate-and-fire (LIF) neuron model.
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Figure 2.1.: A typical neuron. Image by Blausen Medical Communications, Inc.
and reused under the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported
license.
It is a point neuron model, thus not modeling any spatial extend. It models a
single membrane voltage 𝑉(𝑡) described by the differential equation
𝜏𝑅𝐶
d𝑉
d𝑡 = −𝑉(𝑡) + 𝑅𝐽(𝑡) (2.1)
where 𝑅 is the membrane resistance, 𝐽(𝑡) the input current, and 𝜏𝑅𝐶 the mem-
brane time constant. Whenever the membrane voltage reaches a certain thresh-
old 𝑉th, the LIF neuron transmits a spike and its membrane voltage is reset for
a refractory period of 𝜏ref. This type of neuron model allows the firing rate to
be derived for a given constant input current 𝐽 as
𝑎(𝐽) =
1




The LIF neuron model is a good choice for the undertaking of this thesis as
it captures many aspects of neuron behaviour. It is detailed enough to relate
parameters like the membrane time constant to the actual biological correspon-
dents. This allows us to fix these parameters to values within a biologically
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plausible range instead of having them as free parameters in the model that
would require parameter matching and give the model additional degrees of
freedom to match the data. At the same time, the model is simple enough to




3. The Neural Engineering Framework
To construct a large-scale spiking neural network with a certain behaviour, some
method for obtaining that behaviour is required. In most cases this method
will be a learning algorithm (e.g., O’Reilly and M. J. Frank 2006). However, this
requires time-intensive training of the model and is often not viable for large
models, complex behaviours, or models combining different behaviours. In
this work I opt to use the Neural Engineering Framework (NEF; Eliasmith and
C. H. Anderson 2003) which allows the direct construction of a spiking neural
network from the mathematical equations describing the desired dynamics
without the time-intensive training. As such the final model does not provide
a developmental account of how the neural network became organized or
learned to perform its task. But, it provides a biologically plausible explanation
of how the developed brain might perform that task. As well, it allows for
the inclusion of biologically plausible online learning rules, to test adaptation
in the adult system. Furthermore, it allows for manipulations to test known
experimental results in the model or obtain new predictions. The NEF consists
out of the three core principles for representation, transformation, and dynamics in
a neural network that I introduce in this order.
3.1. Representa on
Neurons within a neural network will have a preferred stimulus: they will
fire most strongly for that stimulus and less strongly as the stimulus gets
more dissimilar to the preferred stimulus (see Fig. 3.1). To capture this in a
mathematical description, we can treat the stimulus as a vector 𝒙(𝑡) that varies
over time. The preferred stimulus vector, that is the vector a neuron 𝑖 fires most
strongly for, will be denoted with 𝒆𝑖. The spiking activity 𝑎𝑖(𝑡) of a neuron can
then be described with
𝑎𝑖(𝑡) = 𝐺[𝛼𝑖⟨𝒆𝑖, 𝒙(𝑡)⟩ + 𝐽bias𝑖 ] (3.1)
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where 𝛼𝑖 is a neuron gain factor, 𝐽bias𝑖 a bias input current, and 𝐺 the neuron
nonlinearity. The nonlinearity 𝐺 represents the neuron model and converts
an input current into spikes. Usually this is the spiking, leaky integrate-and-
fire model (LIF) discussed in Chapter 2, which provides a good trade-off of
captured neuron behaviour, detail, and simulation effort. But simpler neuron
models (e.g., a rate-based LIF model, or rectified linear units) could be used, as
well as much more complex neuron models, like the compartmental models in
Eliasmith, Gosmann, and Choo (2016) and Duggins (2017). The input current
to the neuron is obtained from how well the stimulus aligns with the preferred
stimulus as measured by the dot product. As this alignment with the preferred
stimulus “encodes” the stimulus into the neural representational space, 𝒆𝑖 is
usually referred to as encoder in the context of the NEF. Furthermore, the gain
factor 𝛼𝑖 and bias term 𝐽bias𝑖 can be used to adjust the neuron’s tuning curve to
experimentally observed firing rates. However, it is also common to use higher
maximal firing rates to use fewer neurons in simulations while achieving a
similar accuracy. While this is not entirely adhering to biological constraints,
in most cases NEF models behave similarly when lowering the firing rates and
increasing neuron numbers accordingly (e.g., Gosmann and Eliasmith 2015).
As it is rare to have detailed information about the tuning curves in many parts
of the brain, those values are usually not directly set in the NEF. Instead a
representational space X is defined, usually as the 𝑑-dimensional hyperball
with radius 𝑟. Furthermore, for each neuron a maximum firing rate 𝑎max,𝑖 and
an intercept point 𝑝𝑖 are sampled from random distributions. These values are
used to calculate the gain and bias so that the neuron starts firing at 𝑝𝑖𝒆𝑖 when 𝒙
varies along the encoder 𝒆𝑖 and that the maximum 𝑎max,𝑖 is not exceeded across
the representational space X .
Given a population of neurons, also called a neural ensemble in NEF terms,
how can the encoded vector 𝒙(𝑡) be recovered? First the activity or spike trains
𝑎𝑖(𝑡) are convolved with a synaptic filter ℎ to obtain the induced post-synaptic
voltage change. Usually this is a decaying exponential
ℎ(𝑡) = 𝜏−1syn exp(−𝑡/𝜏syn), (3.2)
but other filters can be used to more precisely model the dynamics of the
synapse (Voelker, Benjamin, et al. 2017) and even extensions to conductance-
based synapses are possible (Stöckel, Voelker, and Eliasmith 2017). From the
filtered activity, the represented vector can be reconstructed with a linear,
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Figure 3.1.: A typical neuron tuning curve.
The thick black line shows the
mean firing rate in dependence of
a stimulus parameter (e.g., rota-
tion of a bar). The thin blue lines
show the standard deviation. Fig-
ure reproduced from Butts and
Goldman (2006) and reused un-





𝒅𝑖 ⋅ [𝑎𝑖 ∗ ℎ](𝑡) (3.3)
with decoding weights 𝒅𝑖.
To get a good reconstruction of the represented value, the decoding weights
should minimize the error
𝐸 = ∫
X
∥𝒙 − ̂𝒙∥2 d𝒙. (3.4)
In general, this minimization cannot be solved analytically. Thus, in the NEF
the integral is approximated by randomly sampling 𝑀 evaluation points 𝒙𝑘 ∈ X .
Given the finite number of evaluation points, it becomes possible to solve for the
decoding weights with a least-squares minimization. The detailed derivation
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where one can use the steady-state activities in the activity matrix 𝑨 which
can be obtained analytically for LIF neurons. Given these two matrices the
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where 𝜆 is the regularization scale (usually 𝜆 = 0.1).
The encoders and decoders not only allow us to encode information into a
neural ensemble and decode it back out, but also to transmit that information
from one neural population to another. By decoding from the pre-synaptic en-
semble and encoding into the post-synaptic ensemble, the connection weights
required between the two populations can be obtained as
𝑾𝑖𝑗 = 𝒆⊤𝑖 𝑻𝒅𝑗 (3.7)
where 𝑻 can describe a linear transform to implement across the neural connec-
tions. If 𝑻 is the identity matrix, the connection will be a pure communication
channel.
3.2. Transforma on
To be useful, a neural network has to transform or compute functions on the
represented information. In the NEF, it is straight-forward to implement a
given transformation in the connection weights between two ensembles. To













when solving for decoders. This corresponds to a minimization of the modified
error 𝐸𝑓 (𝒙) = ∫X ∥𝑓 (𝒙) − ̂𝒙∥
2 d𝒙.
Eliasmith and C. H. Anderson (2003, Ch. 7) shows that a neural network
constructed in this way is typically best at computing low-order polynomi-
als. Non-smooth or discontinuous functions might require a large number of
neurons. In some cases a better function approximation can be achieved by
appropriately selecting parameters like intercepts or encoders or by changing
the network structure to decompose a function in a different way. An example
is the calculation of products and has been discussed in Gosmann (2015), and










Figure 3.2.: Visualization of (3.9) and (3.10) as block diagram.
3.3. Dynamics
The final principle of the NEF addresses dynamics. In linear control theory a
dynamical system is often described by state equations of the form
d𝒙
d𝑡 = 𝑨𝒙(𝑡) + 𝑩𝒖(𝑡) (3.9)
𝒚(𝑡) = 𝑪𝒙(𝑡) + 𝑫𝒖(𝑡) (3.10)
where 𝒙(𝑡) is the state vector, 𝒖(𝑡) the input vector, and 𝒚(𝑡) the output vector.
The system behaviour is determined by the dynamics matrix 𝑨, input matrix 𝑩,
output matrix 𝑪, and the feedthrough matrix 𝑫. Figure 3.2 shows a graphical
representation.
In the NEF, we want to map a given dynamical system onto neural compo-
nents (Fig. 3.3). The neuron dynamics are dominated by the synaptic filter
(Eliasmith and C. H. Anderson 2003, Appendix F.1) which becomes the transfer
function and gives
𝒙(𝑡) = ℎ(𝑡) ∗ [𝑨′𝒙(𝑡) + 𝑩′𝒖(𝑡)] . (3.11)
With help of the Laplace transform one can obtain 𝑨′ and 𝑩′ from 𝑨 and 𝑩 as
𝑨′ = 𝜏syn𝑨 + 𝑰 (3.12)
𝑩′ = 𝜏syn𝑩. (3.13)
This implies that to implement a dynamical system with a neural ensemble,
the input has to be multiplied by 𝜏syn to account for the synaptic filtering. In
addition, one needs to add a recurrent connection implementing the function
𝑓 (𝒙) = 𝜏syn𝑨𝒙 + 𝒙. Note that combining this third principle with the principle
of transfomation, allows the implementation of nonlinear dynamics in a spiking
neural network.
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Figure 3.3.: Block diagram of the linear system of a neural population. ℎ(𝑠) is
the Laplace transformed synaptic filter ℎ(𝑡).
3.4. Simula ng NEF networks
To simulate NEF style networks, I use the Python library Nengo (Bekolay,
Bergstra, et al. 2014; Sharma, Aubin, and Eliasmith 2016). It supports different
backends to run neural models on different hardware platforms. For example,
Nengo OCL targets GPUs with an OpenCL implementation. While this allows
better simulation performance, special case implementations are necessary for
certain features. In particular, this applies to the association matrix learning
rule (see Chapter 9). Moreover, I utilized the Sharcnet and Compute Canada
high-performance clusters which typically provide more CPU resources than
GPU resources. Thus, I mostly used the Nengo reference (CPU) backend. To
obtain sufficient simulation performance for the size of models constructed in
this work, it was necessary to optimize memory organization of the internal
data structures of the backend. While the exact details are out of the scope of
this thesis, they are published in Gosmann and Eliasmith (2017).
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When constructing neural models with the NEF, there are certain networks that
are often used in multiple places and constitute basic building blocks for larger
scale networks. In the following, I briefly discuss how to create a differentiator,
an integrator, a gated memory buffer based on that integrator, an ensemble
applying a threshold to a signal, and a multiplier in neurons.
Often it is helpful to use a graphic representation to understand NEF net-
works. The graphical primitives used in the network diagrams in this thesis are
shown in Fig. 4.1. Normal ensembles are marked with a circle. Sometimes the
dimensions of a vector are split across multiple ensembles, called an ensemble
array, and marked by a stack of circles. Multiple NEF components that con-
stitute a network not shown in full detail, are identified with rectangles with
rounded corners. Sometimes it is useful to combine decoded representations
before transmitting them to the destination neurons in a pass-through node.
Such nodes are marked by filled circles. Note that such pass-through nodes
could be replaced with the actual neuron-to-neuron connections and are not
biological implausible. Rectification ensembles are useful enough to warrant a
ext external inputs and outputs
𝒙 ensemble representing 𝒙










Figure 4.1.: Graphical elements in NEF network diagrams. See text for further
explanation.
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special symbol: a rectified linear plot in its circle. These ensembles are dis-
cussed in detail in Section 4.4. Normal NEF connections are represented by
arrows and typically have a synaptic time constant of 5 ms, which is in the
range of experimentally measured values for AMPA-type glutamate receptors
(Jonas, Major, and Sakmann 1993; Spruston, Jonas, and Sakmann 1995). Linear
transforms or functions computed across the connection are denoted along
the arrow. Inhibitory connections bypass the encoders of the target ensemble
and use a negative transform to suppress firing in the target ensemble. Finally,
modulatory connections do not influence the representation in an ensemble
directly, but the connection weights of another connection, and are indicated
with a half open circle terminating the connection.
4.1. Differen ator
While a perfect differentiator is not physically realizable (it would require
infinite gain), it is often sufficient to detect a sudden change in a signal. For
this an approximation can be constructed out of two synaptic low pass filters
ℎ1(𝑡) = 𝜏−11 exp(−𝑡/𝜏1) and ℎ2(𝑡) = 𝜏−12 exp(−𝑡/𝜏2)
with time constants 𝜏1 < 𝜏2 as
d𝒙
d𝑡 ≈ 𝒚(𝑡) = 𝒙 ∗ ℎ1 − 𝒙 ∗ ℎ2
= 𝒙 ∗ (ℎ1 − ℎ2) .
(4.1)
Fig. 4.2 shows the impulse and the magnitude response of a differentiator
constructed this way. The attenuation of low frequencies is desired as this
corresponds to the differentiation. The attenuation of high-frequencies above
the pass-band is undesired, but given appropriate 𝜏1 and 𝜏2 unproblematic
in a neural network because signals will in general be subject to synaptic
filtering of high frequencies. The implementation of such a differentiator is
straight-forward with the NEF (Fig. 4.3) by feeding the same input with two
different synaptic time constants into an ensemble. In this work 𝜏1 = 5 ms
and 𝜏2 = 50 ms were used, which are in the range of experimentally observed









(a) Unit step response
Input x(t)
Output y(t)













Figure 4.2.: Differentiator with 𝜏1 = 5 ms and 𝜏2 = 50 ms. (a) Response of the
differentiator to a unit step input. The output has been normalized
to the maximum. (b) Magnitude response for sinusoidal inputs
with different frequencies.
Figure 4.3.: Implementation of a differentiator with the NEF.
The connection labels state the transform and
synaptic time constants with 𝜏1 < 𝜏2.
𝒙 𝒚
+1, 𝜏syn = 𝜏1
−1, 𝜏syn = 𝜏2
4.2. Integrator
Integrators are important components in many NEF models because they en-
able the storage of values over some time span in neural activity. An integrator
is described by the differential equation
d𝒙(𝑡)
d𝑡 = 𝒖(𝑡) (4.2)
where 𝒖(𝑡) is the external input to the integrator. Applying principle 3 of the
NEF tells us that the input has to be scaled by the synaptic time constant 𝜏syn.
Furthermore, a recurrent connection feeding the output of the integrator back
to itself is needed (Fig. 4.4). To get a stable representations over a sufficient
time window, it is best to use a long time constant like 𝜏syn = 0.1 s which
is the range measured for the NMDA neurotransmitter (Sah, Hestrin, and
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Figure 4.5.: Neural integrator with 100 neurons and a recurrent synaptic time
constant of 𝜏syn = 100 ms. (a) Example input 𝑢(𝑡) and output 𝑥(𝑡)
of the neural integrator. (b) Distortion error (blue curve) and fixed
points. Stable fixed points are marked by filled circles, unstable
fixed points by unfilled circles.
Nicoll 1990; Moreno-Bote and Parga 2005). Due to neural noise and distortion
error, the represented value can drift over time (Fig. 4.5). The distortion in
the decoded representation leads to a finite number of fixed points and the
represented value will shift to one of the stable fixed points. The neural noise
prevents the representation from staying in an unstable fixed point and can
make the representation move out of the basin of attraction of a stable fixed
point. Adding more neurons to an integrator makes it more stable as the
spiking noise is decreased. Similarly, a longer recurrent synaptic time constant
also makes the integrator more stable. Increasing the number of represented
dimensions makes the integrator less stable because there are fewer fixed points.
4.3. Gated memory buffer
While the integrator enables us to store a value over time, it does not allow for
particularly quick updating. A quicker update can be achieved by adding a
difference ensemble (Fig. 4.6). By scaling the difference with a gain factor 𝑔
the updating speed can be regulated. However, too large of a value leads to
oscillations in the integrator. Note that feeding a null vector to the difference
ensemble clears out the memory instead of keeping the current value. Thus,
the input the integrator needs to be gated. This can be done by inhibiting the
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Figure 4.6.: A gated memory buffer net-
work. The store input controls
whether the input 𝒖(𝑡) is al-
lowed to overwrite the stored
value 𝒙(𝑡).




neurons of the difference ensemble to keep the current value in the integrator.
4.4. Thresholding ensembles
Often one needs to apply a threshold to value, i.e. implement the function
𝑓 (𝑥) = { 0 𝑥 < 0𝑥 𝑥 ≥ 0 , (4.3)
or compute the Heaviside step function
Θ(𝑥) = { 0 𝑥 < 01 𝑥 ≥ 0 . (4.4)
Both of these functions are non-differentiable at zero. The Heaviside function
is even discontinuous at that spot. These properties make it problematic to
implement this function with a standard NEF ensemble. Nevertheless, good
approximations of these functions can be achieved by aligning the neuron’s
tuning curves according to the shape of these functions.
Instead of choosing encoders randomly as −1 and 1, all encoders are set to
1 and all intercepts of the neuron tuning curves are chosen from 𝑥 ∈ [0; 1].
Choosing the intercept distribution in this interval appropriately can further
increase the accuracy. An exponential distribution that clusters intercepts close
to zero performs best (Fig. 4.7). Note that this is even better than setting all
intercepts to zero as this gives more variation in the tuning curves. The uniform
distribution often does not produce intercepts close enough to the threshold
value which leads to an increased effective threshold compared to the desired
threshold. To adjust the threshold to a non-zero value a constant bias term can
be fed into the thresholding ensemble.
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Figure 4.7.: Thresholding ensemble with 25 neurons. (a) Decoded rectified and
Heaviside output. (b) Tuning curves in the upper part; probability
density function of the exponential intercept distribution with






Figure 4.8.: Implementation of an ac-
curate product with the
NEF.
4.5. Product
A product of two scalar numbers 𝑥 and 𝑦 could be computed by feeding them
into separate dimensions of a two-dimensional ensemble and decoding out
the product. A 37 % more accurate implementation (with the same number of





2 + 2𝑥𝑦 + 𝑦2) −
1
4 (𝑥
2 − 2𝑥𝑦 + 𝑦2) =
1
4 (𝑥 + 𝑦)
2 −
1
4 (𝑥 − 𝑦)
2 .
(4.5)
The neural implementation of this equation is straight-forward (Fig. 4.8).
Multiple scalar product networks can be combined to compute element-wise
vector products. By summing across those element-wise products a dot product
can be computed. Product networks are also used in the computation of circular
convolution as the binding operation in the Semantic Pointer Architecture
(Chapter 5).
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While the Neural Engineering Framework allows us to encode vectors into
spiking neural networks and transform them, it does not tell us how to use
those vectors to represent structured, conceptual, or symbol-like information.
Different such methods could be devised, though in the context of the NEF the
most widely used method is the Semantic Pointer Architecture (SPA; Eliasmith
2013). The SPA has been used to build a multitude of cognitive models, includ-
ing the n-back task (Gosmann and Eliasmith 2015), the Tower of Hanoi task
(Stewart and Eliasmith 2011), human-scale knowledge representation (Craw-
ford, Gingerich, and Eliasmith 2016). The largest and most complex example
of a SPA model is Spaun, the Semantic Pointer Architecture Unified Network,
combining eight different tasks in a single functional spiking-neuron model
(Eliasmith, Stewart, et al. 2012).
The conceptual representations in the SPA are a specific instance of a Vector
Symbolic Architecture (VSA; Gayler 2004). In VSAs concepts are represented
with vectors, and linear and nonlinear operators are used to combine basic
concepts in more complex structured representations. Three types of operators
are considered essential in a VSA. First, a measure of similarity
𝑠 ∶ ℝ𝑑 × ℝ𝑑 ⟶ ℝ (5.1)
for which I use the normalized dot product (also known as cosine similarity)
𝑠(𝒙, 𝒚) ∶=
⟨𝒙, 𝒚⟩
‖𝒙‖ ⋅ ‖𝒚‖ (5.2)
for the remainder of this thesis. Second, a superposition operator
S ∶ ℝ𝑑 × ℝ𝑑 ⟶ ℝ𝑑 (5.3)
is required that produces a vector similar to both inputs, i.e., 𝑠(S(𝒙, 𝒚), 𝒙) ≈
𝑠(S(𝒙, 𝒚), 𝒚) ⪆ √1/2 for 𝑠(𝒙, 𝒚) ≈ 0. This is usually, and will be for the
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remainder of this thesis, simple elementwise addition, i.e., S(𝒙, 𝒚) ∶= 𝒙 + 𝒚.
Finally, a binding operator
B ∶ ℝ𝑑1 × ℝ𝑑2 ⟶ ℝ𝑑 (5.4)
is needed with an approximate inverse or unbinding operation
B+ ∶ ℝ𝑑 × ℝ𝑑2 ⟶ ℝ𝑑1. (5.5)
To be able to build up and retrieve information from representations, the
binding and unbinding operations are required to be distributive, i.e.,
B(𝒙 + 𝒚, 𝒛) = B(𝒙, 𝒛) + B(𝒚, 𝒛) (5.6)
B+(𝒙 + 𝒚, 𝒛) = B+(𝒙, 𝒛) + B+(𝒚, 𝒛). (5.7)
For some proposed binding operations, like Tensor products (Smolensky
1990), the unbinding operation is the exact inverse B+ = B−1 with
B−1(B(𝒙, 𝒚), 𝒚) = 𝒙.
However, Tensor products increase the vector dimensionality with each succes-
sive binding which leads to biological implausible scaling problems (Eliasmith
2013, Appendix D.5). For that reason, I only consider binding methods that
keep the dimensionality 𝑑 = 𝑑1 = 𝑑2 constant.
In pure math, it is still possible to define binding operators with an exact
inverse, but we need to keep the implementation in neurons in mind. This
introduces additional constraints. First, the actual usable representational
space X ⊊ ℝ𝑑 is limited, constraining unlimited growth of bound vectors.
Second, neural noise limits the representational accuracy, preventing highly
non-linear operators. It follows that for a binding operator in a neural system
it is desired to maximize the set V ⊆ X for which 𝑠(B+(B(𝒙, 𝒚) + 𝜻, 𝒚), 𝒙) ≈ 1
for all 𝒙, 𝒚 ∈ V and samples of noise 𝜻 in the neural system. Note that this
condition would be satisfied by using the identity B(𝒙, 𝒚) = B+(𝒙, 𝒚) = 𝒙.
Thus, simultaneously it needs to hold that 𝑠(B+(B(𝒙, 𝒚), 𝒛), 𝒙) ≈ 0 for all
𝒙, 𝒚, 𝒛 ∈ V with 𝑠(𝒚, 𝒛) ≈ 0. At this point, it is useful to introduce three more
definitions.
Definition 1 (identity vector). A vector 𝒊B with the property B(𝒙, 𝒊B) = 𝒙 is called
identity vector under B.
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Definition 2 (absorbing element). A vector 𝒏B with the property B(𝒙, 𝒏B) = 𝑐 ⋅ 𝒏B
where 𝑐 ∈ ℝ is called an absorbing element under B.
Such an absorbing element effectively destroys the information in the vector
𝒙. For that reason, absorbing elements should be avoided when constructing
representations with binding. Note that this definition slightly differs from the
usual definition of absorbing elements by allowing for a scaling factor.
Definition 3 (unitary vector). A vector 𝒖 with the property ⟨B(𝒙, 𝒖),B(𝒚, 𝒖)⟩ =
⟨𝒙, 𝒚⟩ is called unitary.
In other words, a unitary vector preserves the dot product under binding.
This is in analogy to unitary transformation matrices that also preserve the dot
product. It also implies that binding with a unitary vector preserves the length
of the bound vector.
5.1. Binding opera ons
I introduce two specific binding operations now. First, circular convolution is
discussed, which has been the binding operation of choice in the SPA so far.
Second, I introduce a new binding method, termed vector-derived transfor-
mation binding, with some trade-offs. The two binding approaches and their
suitability for different problems is discussed.
5.1.1. Circular convolu on
The binding operator classically used in the SPA is circular convolution, and
was suggested by Plate (1995) and Plate (2003) for his Holographic Reduced
Representations (HRRs).
Definition 4 (circular convolution binding). The circular convolution binding
operator is given by




𝑥𝑗𝑦(𝑖−𝑗) mod 𝑑 (5.8)
and has the approximate inverse (Plate 2003)
B+⊛(𝒙, 𝒚) = 𝒙 ⊛ 𝒚+ with 𝒚+ ∶= (𝑦0, 𝑦𝑑−1, 𝑦𝑑−2, … , 𝑦1)
⊤. (5.9)
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The basic properties of
distributivity: (𝒙1 + 𝒙2) ⊛ 𝒚 = 𝒙1 ⊛ 𝒚 + 𝒙2 ⊛ 𝒚, (5.10)
associativity: (𝒙 ⊛ 𝒚) ⊛ 𝒛 = 𝒙 ⊛ (𝒚 ⊛ 𝒛), (5.11)
commutativity: 𝒙 ⊛ 𝒚 = 𝒚 ⊛ 𝒙 (5.12)
hold for circular convolution as a binding operator. A useful property of
circular convolution for the implementation in a neural network with the NEF
is, that it becomes element-wise multiplication in the Fourier space defined by
𝒙 ⊛ 𝒚 = 𝑻−1F [(𝑻F𝒙) ∘ (𝑻F𝒚)] (5.13)
where 𝑻F is the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrix. The linear transform
with the DFT matrix can be put easily into the neural connection weights and
the element-wise product can be done with a well-optimized product network
(Gosmann 2015).
The expression in Fourier space also allows the derivation of the special
elements of circular convolution. The identity vector must not change the
complex Fourier coefficient in the element-wise multiplication. Thus, its Fourier
coefficients must all be 1 + 0i and the identity vector is given by
𝒊⊛ = (1, 0, 0, … , 0)⊤. (5.14)
Furthermore, all vectors with Fourier coefficients 𝑐𝑛 ∈ ℂ that have an absolute
value of ∣𝑐𝑛∣ = 1 are unitary, as one can easily verify. A trivial example of
a unitary vector is the identity vector 𝒊⊛. Finally, all vectors (𝑧, … , 𝑧)⊤ with
𝑧 ∈ ℝ are absorbing elements.
5.1.2. Vector-derived transforma on binding
Circular convolution can be interpreted as moving one of the operands around
in the 𝑑-dimensional space in a way defined by the other operand. This leads
to the question, whether there are other ways to project one vector to a new
location based on the other vector. One such way is what I call vector-derived




Definition 5 (vector-derived transformation binding, VTB). Given a 𝑑′ = 𝑑1/2 ∈
ℕ>0, the vector-derived transformation binding operator BV ∶ ℝ𝑑 × ℝ𝑑 ⟶ ℝ𝑑 is
defined as


















𝑦1 𝑦2 … 𝑦𝑑′
𝑦𝑑′+1 𝑦𝑑′+2 … 𝑦2𝑑′
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮





The approximate inverse is given by











This binding method is based on the fact that in the SPA vectors are usually
randomly generated and uniformly distributed with identically distributed
components. In that case each subvector (e.g., each row in 𝑽𝒚) is also uni-
formly distributed with identically distributed components. Furthermore, for
high-dimensional vector spaces almost all (uniformly sampled) vectors are
orthogonal and semantic pointers are usually picked to have unit-length. Thus,
the matrix ?̄?𝒚 is almost orthogonal with the implication ?̄?⊤𝒚 ?̄?𝒚 ≈ 𝑰. Vectors 𝒚,
that give a perfectly orthogonal matrix 𝑽𝒚, are unitary. One special unitary
vector is the identity vector.






4 𝑖 ∈ {(𝑘 − 1)𝑑′ + 𝑘 ∶ 𝑘 ≤ 𝑑′, 𝑘 ∈ ℕ>0}
0 otherwise
. (5.18)
Proof. By writing 𝒊V as 𝑽𝒊V one can easily verify that 𝑽𝒊V = 𝑰 ⇒ ?̄?𝒊V = 𝑰.
Example for 𝑑 = 9: 𝒊(9)V = (1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1)⊤.
Corollary 2 (VTB distributivity). VTB is distributive:
BV(𝒙1 + 𝒙2, 𝒚) = BV(𝒙1, 𝒚) + BV(𝒙2, 𝒚) and
BV(𝒙, 𝒚1 + 𝒚2) = BV(𝒙, 𝒚1) + BV(𝒙, 𝒚2).
(5.19)
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Proof. By applying the definitions for both directions of the distributivity:
• BV(𝒙1 + 𝒙2, 𝒚) = ?̄?𝒚 (𝒙1 + 𝒙2) = ?̄?𝒚𝒙1 + ?̄?𝒚𝒙2 = BV(𝒙1, 𝒚) + BV(𝒙2, 𝒚)
• BV(𝒙, 𝒚1+𝒚1) = ?̄?𝒚1+𝒚2𝒙 = (?̄?𝒚1 + ?̄?𝒚2) 𝒙 = ?̄?𝒚1𝒙+?̄?𝒚2𝒙 = BV(𝒙, 𝒚1)+
BV(𝒙, 𝒚2)
In contrast to circular convolution, VTB is neither commutative
BV(𝒙, 𝒚) = ?̄?𝒚𝒙 ≠ ?̄?𝒙𝒚 = BV(𝒚, 𝒙), (5.20)
nor associative
BV(𝒙,BV(𝒚, 𝒛)) = ?̄??̄?𝒛𝒚𝒙 ≠ ?̄?𝒛?̄?𝒚𝒙 = BV(BV(𝒙, 𝒚), 𝒛). (5.21)
This implies that unlike circular convolution, multiple bindings cannot be
undone in a single step, but a separate unbinding step is required for each
binding. Despite the non-commutativity, it is possible to flip the operands in




1 𝑗 = 1 + ⌊ 𝑖−1𝑑′ ⌋ + 𝑑
′ [(𝑖 − 1) mod 𝑑′]
0 otherwise
. (5.22)





1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0




5.1.3. Comparison of circular convolu on and vector-derived
transforma on binding
Both circular convolution and VTB are compressed binding operations. Because
of the lossy compression, we lose some information in each binding which
makes it increasingly harder to recover the original unbound vectors. To combat
this effect (and the effect of neuron noise) clean-up memories like the one by
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(a) Length under auto-binding

















(b) Similarity of unbound vector
Circular convolution
VTB
Figure 5.1.: Repeatedly binding a 256-dimensional vector with itself. (a) Length
of the resulting vector. (b) Similarity of the original vector to the
vector obtained when undoing all bindings. The shaded areas
represent 95 % confidence intervals.
Stewart, Tang, and Eliasmith (2011) are required. Likewise the independent
accumulator model discussed in Section 10.2 can be used as a clean-up memory.
In addition to the information loss, the binding operations change the length
of the vector (if neither operand is unitary). This can be a problem in a neural
representation as neurons saturate and might not represent the vector accu-
rately anymore. In particular, neural ensembles in the NEF are optimized for
a certain representational space, usually a hyperball with a given radius 𝑟.
It is convenient to set 𝑟 = 1 and try to keep the Semantic Pointer vectors at
unit-length.
Figure 5.1 shows how the mean length of random vectors repeatedly bound
with themselves changes. For the circular convolution the length increases
much faster than for VTB. Such a rapid increase in length can be problematic
in a neural network with a limited representational radius as in the NEF. More-
over, VTB preserves more information of the bound vectors as shown by the
similarity to the original vectors when undoing all bindings. After repeated
binding with itself and then the same number of unbindings, the resulting VTB
bound vector is more similar to the original vector than the circular convolution
bound vector.
While binding vectors with themselves can sometimes be useful (e.g., for
generating Semantic Pointers with a successive relationship like position in-
dices), it is much more common to bind randomly sampled vectors. Figure 5.2
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(a) Length under random bindings

















(b) Similarity of unbound vector
Circular convolution
VTB
Figure 5.2.: Repeatedly binding a 256-dimensional vector with random vectors.
(a) Length of the resulting vector. (b) Similarity of the original
vector to the vector obtained when undoing all bindings. The
shaded areas represent 95 % confidence intervals.
shows the same experiment where a random vector was used in each binding.
In this case, the vector length decreases to zero, even if it might increase in
some of the early bindings. Again, this decrease is much quicker for circular
convolution binding than for VTB and the latter method also preserves more
of the similarity across bindings.
It is conceivable that the problems with scaling of the vector length can be
fixed by normalizing after each binding. This, however, does not affect the loss
of information in each binding (Fig. 5.3). Also, implementing normalization in
a neural network is notoriously difficult because of the division involved with
an unbounded output as the divisor approaches zero. Good approximations of
normalization are only possible for a defined and finite input range. It is worth
noting that the neurons in the NEF perform a sort of “soft normalization”
for large values, as the neuron’s firing rates saturate. But this only affects
vectors exceeding a certain length and can lead to other distortions in the
representation.
Another approach to preventing the growth or decay of the vector length, and
even prevent the information loss, is the usage of unitary vectors. These keep
the vector length constant and perform lossless binding due to their perfect
inverse. Note that binding two unitary vectors gives another unitary vector.
Thus, repeated binding is not a problem. However, the scaling properties
of VSAs are based on the fact that the number of almost orthogonal vectors
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(b) Normalized binding with random vectors
Circular convolution
VTB
Figure 5.3.: Repeatedly binding a 256-dimensional vector with (a) itself or (b)
random vectors and normalizing in each step. The similarity to the
original vector after undoing all bindings is shown. The shaded
areas represent 95 % confidence intervals.
that fits into a vector space grows exponentially with the dimensionality of
that space (Wyner 1967; Cai, Fan, and Jiang 2013). Because not all vectors are
unitary, this scaling property might be lost when restricted to unitary vectors.
It might be best to use unitary vectors only for those Semantic Pointers that are
repeatedly used in bindings. But it is also worth keeping in mind that achieving
the theoretical limit of almost orthogonal vectors in a space is a hard problem,
closely related to sphere packing and unsolved for arbitrary dimensionality
(Cohn et al. 2017). Thus, the practical scaling of the number of useable vectors
might be less then the exponential scaling for both unitary and non-unitary
vectors.
So far VTB looks like the better choice for a binding operation. But it does
not come without downsides. In contrast to circular convolution, it is not
associative or commutative. While the desirability of commutativity depends
on the employed representation scheme, the non-associativity implies that
each binding has to be undone in an individual step, while circular convolution
allows us to undo a chain of bindings in a single step, if the vector representing
that chain is available. Thus, circular convolution might allow the recovery
of information more quickly. Ultimately, this is a question of what binding
operations the brain applies for different forms of processing (if such binding
is at all related to what the brain does). Potentially, the binding operations lead
to different timing predictions, as unbinding with the VTB may take more time.
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Deriving such predictions and testing them experimentally is, however, out of
the scope of this thesis.
Finally, we have to consider the neural implementation of these binding
operations. Both essentially require a set of multiplication networks. For the
circular convolution, the DFT (and inverse DFT) can be implemented in feed-
forward connection weights that do not require any additional neurons. For
each of the input vectors, 𝑑 complex Fourier coefficients are produced, but
as the inputs are real-valued, half of these are the complex conjugate of the
other half. Thus, only 𝑑/2 coefficients have to be considered. Each coefficient
is a complex number multiplied with one coefficient of the other vector. That
results in four real-valued multiplies per coefficient. In total, 2𝑑 multiplications
are required for a circular convolution. For VTB, there are 𝑑1/2 multiplications
of 𝑑1/2 × 𝑑1/2 matrices with a vector, resulting in a total of 𝑑3/2 multiplications.
However, each column vector in ?̄?𝒚 gets scaled by the same component of
𝒙. That would allow the storage of each of these column vectors in a single
NEF ensemble with the respective 𝑥𝑖 in an additional dimension, and then
decode the scaled column vector. This requires only 𝑑 ensembles to decode
from, but each ensemble needs to represent 𝑑1/2 + 1 dimensions, and to keep
the noise error constant (as discussed in the next chapter1), the number of
neurons in each ensemble then needs to be scaled by (𝑑1/2 + 1)3/2 ≈ 𝑑3/4.
Across all ensembles this amounts to a scaling by 𝑑7/4. Thus, the VTB requires
more neural resources. It should be noted, that for either binding method,
the binding with a fixed vector can be implemented purely in the connection
weights as it reduces to a simple matrix multiplication in either case.
Despite VTB having many advantages over circular convolution, I decided to
use circular convolution in the memory model. The main reason is that support
for circular convolution is already implemented in Nengo and the model does
not use a lot of binding operations. Nevertheless, it would be interesting to
switch the model over to VTB and investigate effects on the performance in the
future.
5.2. Structured representa ons
Once we defined a binding operation, it can be used to build up structured
representations with Semantic Pointers. For example, consider a scene with a
1Noise error scales by 𝑂(𝑑3/4/√𝑛), thus the neuron number has to be scaled by 𝑂(𝑑6/4/𝐸2).
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red square and blue circle that we want to encode as Semantic Pointer. Assume
that we have Semantic Pointers red, square, blue, and circle. One possible
encoding would be
𝒔 = B(red, square) + B(blue, circle). (5.23)
We could then recover the color of the square as
B+(𝒔, square) = B+(B(red, square), square) + B+(B(blue, circle), square)
(5.24)
≈ red + noise. (5.25)
Note, however, that the binding operation needs to be commutative to recover
the shape from the color with this encoding scheme. Other encoding schemes
can be devised to alleviate this concern. For example, the properties can be
bound to a role and each object to an object identifier:
𝒐1 = B(red, color) + B(square, shape) (5.26)
𝒐2 = B(blue, color) + B(circle, shape) (5.27)
𝒔 = B(𝒐1, obj1) + B(𝒐2, obj2). (5.28)
To find the color of a specific shape, each object would have to be retrieved, then
the shape of the object to compare it to the target shape, and finally the color
has to recovered if the shape matches. Thus, different encoding schemes can
lead to different timing predictions. The latter approach requires scanning and
through multiple objects and thus it should take longer to recover information
with more items, while the former approach can recover any property in a
single step. Despite those differences, both encoding approaches are similar,
in so far as pairs of semantic pointers are bound together.
Definition 6 (encoding with binding). Given 𝑘 pairs (𝒙𝑖, 𝒚𝑖) ∈ ℝ𝑑 × ℝ𝑑, the






An 𝒙𝑖 from such a trace can be recalled as 𝒙𝑖 ≈ ̂𝒙𝑖 = B+(𝒎, 𝒙𝑖). While most
concrete encoding schemes make use of encoding with binding, at least one
other method, encoding with tagging, has been proposed (Recchia et al. 2015).
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Definition 7 (encoding with tagging). Given 𝑘 pairs (𝒙𝑖, 𝒚𝑖) ∈ ℝ𝑑 × ℝ𝑑 and
a matrix 𝑴 ∈ ℝ𝑑×𝑑 with an approximate inverse 𝑴+ satisfying 𝑴+𝑴 ≈ 𝑰, the









𝑴2𝑖−1𝒚𝑖 + 𝑴2𝑖𝒙𝑖. (5.30)









There are a number of sensible choices for the matrix 𝑴.
• First of all, for both, circular convolution and VTB, binding with a fixed
vector 𝒗 can be expressed as a matrix multiplication. A matrix 𝑴 derived
in this way is unitary, if and only if the vector 𝒗 is unitary for the given
binding operation.
• A common choice for encoding with tagging are permutation matrices.
These are unitary and an exact inverse is given by the transpose.
• A special permutation matrix is the matrix that shifts all vector compo-
nents by one. For a given permutation matrix, the vector space dimen-
sions can be reordered such that the permutation matrix becomes the
shift by one. Interestingly, the shift by one is also equivalent to a circular
convolution with the vector (0, 1, 0, 0, … )⊤.
• Other good candidates for 𝑀, that have not been considered to my knowl-
edge, are (random) orthogonal matrices. These are unitary operators on
ℝ𝑑 and thus have an exact inverse given by the transpose.
The relations of these different matrix choices is shown in the Venn diagram in
Fig. 5.4.
Either encoding method allows the recovery of encoded vectors, but the
encoding vector itself is (in general) not similar to those encoded vectors. In















Figure 5.4.: Venn diagram of the relations between different classes of matrices
𝑴 that can be used for encoding with tagging.
directly contain the information, but can be dereferenced to access the informa-
tion it is pointing to. Unlike pointers, however, these vectors can also capture
semantic information by their distance in vector space. Due to the combination
of these two facts, these vectors are called Semantic Pointers.
5.2.1. Comparison of encoding methods
Based on the first experiment from Recchia et al. (2015), the encoding methods
can be compared by measuring the pairwise binding capacity. To do so, a
set of 1000 vectors with normally distributed components 𝑥𝑖 ∼ N(0, √1/𝑑)
are created (note that 𝔼[‖𝒙‖] = 1). From this set 500 pairs are sampled with
replacement. Then 𝑘 of these pairs are encoded into a single vector and it is
tested whether the 𝒙 of a random encoded pair (𝒙, 𝒚) can recovered with the
cue 𝒚. A vector counts a successfully recovered if ̂𝒙 is more similar to 𝒙 than any
other vector in the initial set of vectors. 1000 trials were run and averaged over
for each encoding scheme and vector dimensionality. Because VTB requires
the dimensionality 𝑑 to be square, 256, 484, 1024, and 2025 were picked.
Figure 5.5a shows the results for encoding with binding. Both binding opera-
tors perform about the same. While this experiment essentially follows Recchia
et al. (2015), it gives much better results. It is not clear whether they omitted
an essential detail from their description or whether their implementation of
the binding operation is flawed.
The results for encoding with tagging by a shift of one are shown in Fig. 5.5b
and closely match the results presented in Recchia et al. (2015). Note that the
same result applies to any other permutation matrix as the vector components
can be reordered accordingly. Very similar results are obtained with orthogonal
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(b) Encoding with tagging
Figure 5.5.: Retrieval accuracy for (a) encoding with binding and (b) encoding
with unitary tagging matrices. Solid lines show results for VTB.
The dashed lines in (a) show results for binding with circular convo-
lution, in (b) results for unitary circular convolution matrices, shift
matrices, and orthogonal matrices without further indication as
the results are almost identical. Error bars denote 95 % confidence
intervals.
matrices, fixed unitary circular convolution, and unitary VTB. In all these cases,
the pairwise binding capacity is below the encoding with binding, opposed to
what Recchia et al. (2015) reported. Intuitively, this can be explained by the fact
that encoding with binding is a sum of 𝑘 vectors, where each vector has encoded
information about the pair’s constituents, whereas encoding with tagging is
a sum of 2𝑘 vectors because each pair’s constituent gets encoded separately.
In other words, encoding with binding has a pairwise binding capacity about
twice as high as encoding with tagging. In the plots, the retrieval accuracies
for encoding with binding at 2𝑘 matches roughly with the retrieval accuracy
with tagging at 𝑘, illustrating this fact.
Finally, we can observe that encoding with tagging completely fails with
fixed non-unitary circular convolution matrices and does not do much better
with non-unitary VTB matrices either (Fig. 5.6). This is likely due to the fact
that repeated circular convolution with the same (non-unitary) vector leads
to a super-exponential increase in length. That causes one pair (or even one
vector of that pair) to be much stronger than all the other pairs, preventing
their recovery.
These experiments clearly show that encoding with binding is preferable.
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Figure 5.6.: Retrieval accuracy for encoding with non-unitary tagging matri-
ces. Solid lines show results for VTB matrics, while dashed lines
show results for circular convolution matrices. Error bars for 95 %
confidence intervals are smaller than then marker size.
This is even more so the case, as retrieving items from an encoding with tagging
is much more involved. Each potential cue vector 𝒚𝑖 has to be recovered and
compared to the actual cue 𝒚 to determine the maximum similarity to the
cue, and which 𝒙𝑖 has to be decoded from the encoding. The encoding with
binding allows direct querying of an 𝒙𝑖 with a given 𝒚𝑖. This makes for a
simpler implementation in a neural network. That being said, if the main
concern is not the implementation in a neural network, but the performance
of the vector operations on a classical digital computer, one might come to a
different conclusion as Recchia et al. (2015) did.
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6. Op mized high-dimensional
representa on in spiking neurons
The implementation of the Semantic Pointer Architecture in a spiking neural
network requires the representation of high-dimensional vectors with a certain
accuracy. One of the main factors influencing the accuracy is the number of
neurons. A higher number of neurons improves accuracy and, unfortunately,
increases simulation times. If the accuracy of the representation can be im-
proved in a different way, it would allow a reduction in the neuron number
accordingly and a reduction in simulation times without sacrificing accuracy. I
previously proposed one such optimization method (Gosmann and Eliasmith
2016), which improved the accuracy of SPA operations by up to 25 times. Here,
I describe a more generally applicable method that supersedes the previous
method by matching or exceeding the previously achieved performance. The
new method also has a number of additional advantages. It does not require
any prior simulation to obtain empirical noise estimates and is simpler in its
implementation.
6.1. Types of error in neural representa ons
In the NEF the total mean representational error is given by




As detailed by Eliasmith and C. H. Anderson (2003, pp. 47–48), the total error
is constituted out of the error caused by spiking noise 𝐸n and the error due to
the static distortion 𝐸d from the imperfect decoding:
𝐸2tot(𝒙) = 𝐸2n(𝒙) + 𝐸2d(𝒙) (6.2)
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𝐸d(𝒙) =∥𝒙 − ⟨ ̂𝒙(𝑡)⟩𝑡∥
2 . (6.4)
The relation of the error terms is explained by the partitioning of the sum of
squares in an ordinary least squares model (which is typically used to solve
for decoders in the NEF). Note that the noise error depends on the decoding
synapse. As 𝜏syn → ∞, the noise error approaches zero (𝐸n → 0). Because the
synapse limits how fast the neural representation can be updated, we get a
trade-off of the noise in the system and how fast it reacts to new inputs.
Due to the neuron nonlinearities, finding analytical solutions for the error
terms is likely not possible (except for constrained special cases). However, we
can estimate the error terms from computational experiments. To do so, we
sample 𝒙 ∈ X or use a regular grid of 𝒙. Each 𝒙 is then presented for some
duration Δ𝑡ss to reach the steady state and then ̂𝒙(𝑡) is measured for some
sample duration Δ𝑡sample. Appropriate durations depend on the decoding
synapse (longer synapses require more time to reach the steady state) and
firing rate (a longer sampling duration is required for accurate estimates with
low firing rates).
As the dimensionality of the higher-dimensional space increases, it becomes
increasingly difficult to cover the whole space with samples from X . Most of
the time, though, we can treat the space as an isotropic hyperball, i.e., it does
not matter along which direction we move through the space. This requires
that the NEF ensemble’s encoders are uniformly sampled from the hyper-
sphere surface, which is usually the case (but there are some exceptions like
certain implementations of a product network, Gosmann 2015, or thresholding
ensembles, Section 4.4). Without loss of generality, we assume the representa-
tional radius of the hyperball to be 𝑟 = 1 (as it is purely a scaling factor). The
isotropy property allows us to cut through the center of the hyperball with a
one-dimensional line. Measuring the error 𝐸(𝑥) = 𝐸(𝒙) at 𝑚 regularly spaced
points 𝒙𝑖 = (𝑥𝑖, 0, … , 0)⊤ with 𝑥𝑖 = 𝑖 ∗ Δ𝑥 − Δ𝑥/2, Δ𝑥 = 1/𝑚, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑚 along







































where Ω𝑑 is the 𝑑-dimensional solid angle, 𝑉𝑑 the volume of a 𝑑-ball with
radius 𝑟 = 1, and 𝑟(𝑥) estimates the radius to the power of 𝑑 − 1 for an 𝑥 with
𝑞 evaluation points. This latter estimation of the radius across the Δ𝑥 interval
is necessary to not under- or overestimate the integral by a large amount. This
would happen if only the radius at the exact evaluation point was used.
6.2. Proper es of the error in neural representa ons
When looking at the representation of a spiking neural network, the noise error
is the main factor to consider. It goes down by 𝑂(1/√𝑛) where 𝑛 is the number
of neurons (Fig. 6.1a), whereas the distortion error decreases by 𝑂(1/𝑛). The
total error is thus dominated by the noise error for a sufficient number of
neurons (Eliasmith and C. H. Anderson 2003, Fig. 2.6). In contrast, for rate
neurons without spiking noise (𝐸n = 0) only the distortion error is relevant.
Furthermore, with the Nengo default parameters, the increase in the noise
error with dimensions 𝑑 is of 𝑂(𝑑) (Fig. 6.1b).
When looking at the error along a line through the hyperball (Fig. 6.2), it
becomes apparent that the distortion is mostly flat, but increases near the
surface. The noise error is slightly larger in the center of the ball than towards
the surface with higher dimensionalities (it is a flat line for 𝑑 = 1). Both of these
effects become more pronounced as the dimensionality increases. Moreover,
the one-dimensional cut shows a distorted picture of the importance of different
regions in the distortion. As the dimensionality increases, most of the volume
of the hyperball is close to the surface. Thus, the distortion (and noise) close to
−1 and 1 of the cut comes to dominate the mean error.
The main cause for the observed shape of the distortion is the uniform
sampling of evaluation points from the hyperball (Fig. 6.3). When looking
at the convex hull of the sample points, this hull is always smaller than the
hyperball (even if some evaluation points are exactly on the surface). Thus,
parts of the hyperball near the surface are not covered by the evaluation points
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(b) Noise error in dependence of dimensions
Figure 6.1.: The mean noise error 𝐸n in dependence of (a) the number of neu-
rons and (b) the number of dimensions. Scatter points show em-
pirically determined values with 95 % confidence intervals smaller
than the marker size. Solid lines in (a) are extrapolated from the
mean values for 1000 neurons assuming the noise error is in 𝑂(𝑛).
The solid gray line in (b) is a linear regression through all shown
data points.
and are not considered in the least squares optimization of the decoders. As
the number of dimensions increases, this becomes a bigger problem as the
volume for a hyperball goes to zero as 𝑑 → ∞ (all of the ball is a surface).
To show that this distortion is indeed caused by the partial covering, we can
increase the radius of the hyperball for sampling the evaluation points slightly
to cover more of the unit-ball. This is done in Fig. 6.4 for a 64-dimensional
representation with 50 neurons per dimension (3200 in total). While this makes
the distortion more even (mean distortion reduced by 0.011), it unfortunately
also increases noise level (by 0.019) because evaluation points have a larger
spacing now.1
Vectors in the SPA are often of unit-length and thus a good, low-distortion
representation of the hyperball surface is desirable. Unfortunately, I am not
aware of any method to flatten out the distortion at the surface without a
higher increase in noise error. To completely cover the ball in a convex hull of
evaluation points, it is necessary to place some evaluation points outside of the
ball, which will cover and optimize for space outside of the representational
1Both values are statistically highly significant with 𝑝 < 0.0001 as determined by bootstrap-
ping.
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(b) Distortion error
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(c) Total error
d = 1 d = 4 d = 16 d = 64
Figure 6.2.: Mean error along a line cut through the 𝑑-dimensional hyperball
with 50𝑑 neurons. The (a) noise error component, (b) distortion
error component, and (c) the total error are shown. The shaded
regions indicate 95 % confidence intervals.
Figure 6.3.: Covering of the two-dimensional
unit-circle with 50 uniformly sam-
pled evaluation points. The orange,
shaded region shows the convex
hull which fails to cover the area
close to the circle boundary.
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(b) Distortion error
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(c) Total error
r = 1 r = 1.3
Figure 6.4.: Mean error along a line cut through the 64-dimensional hyperball
with 3200 neurons and different radii 𝑟 from which evaluation
points are picked. The shaded regions indicate 95 % confidence
intervals.
space. This leads to a trade-off of flatness of the distortion and baseline of
the distortion. Ultimately, the problem of distortion is minor, as for spiking
neurons the error is dominated by the noise component.
6.3. Effect of the intercept distribu on on noise and
distor on
The intercepts in Nengo are chosen to be distributed uniformly by default.
In higher dimensions, this has the effect that most neurons are either almost
never or almost always active for values in the representational space (Fig. 6.5).
Neurons that are always silent do not contribute to the representation as they
provide no information about the represented value. But also always active
neurons only contribute minimally to the representation. Even though the
firing rate still varies a bit over the representational space, the response curve
is steepest and carries the most information closest to the intercept for most
neuron models. The mapping of a small change in the represented value to
a large change in firing rate also allows for a less noisy decoding as a single
spike changes the decoded value less.
Thus, a better intercept distribution should have fewer neurons that are barely
ever active, but should also distribute the intercepts so that there is an even
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Figure 6.5.: The histogram (shaded bar plot) and kernel-density estimate
(line) of the proportion of neurons active for uniformly sampled
64-dimensional vectors.
distribution of the fraction of space a neuron is active for. The latter criterion
can be achieved by distributing the intercepts according to CS(𝑑 + 2) where
CS(𝑑CS) is the distribution of cosine similarities between random uniformly
distributed 𝑑CS-dimensional unit-vectors. Its probability density function is






⋅ (1 − 𝑥2)
(𝑑CS−3)/2 , 𝑥 ∈ [−1, 1]. (6.9)
CS(𝑑 + 2) is equivalent to the distribution of single coordinates of points uni-
formly sampled from within the 𝑑-dimensional unit-ball (Voelker, Gosmann,
and Stewart 2017). Thus, by using this intercept distribution, the frequency
of intercepts corresponds to the distribution of ⟨𝒙, 𝒆⟩, 𝒙 ∈ X , i.e., values in
the representational space projected onto the (uniformly distributed) neuron
encoders. Note that for 𝑑 = 1, CS(𝑑 + 2) is the uniform distribution. Figure 6.7
compares the relative number of neurons that do not fire for any of the evalua-
tion points. For the standard uniform distribution, this fraction rises to above
0.35, but is close to zero with the cosine similarity intercept distribution.
While this gives a mathematical motivation to choose this intercept distri-
bution, it must be shown empirically that it performs better than a uniform
intercept distribution. In the following, I present a number of experiments to
make this case and give an intuition about the effect of this particular intercept
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(b) CS(d + 2) distributed intercepts
Figure 6.7.: (a) Proportion of neurons inactive for all 10 000 uniformly sam-
pled 𝑑-dimensional vectors. The proportion is plotted for neural
ensembles with a uniform intercept distribution (blue) and inter-
cepts distributed according to CS(𝑑 + 2) (orange). The shaded
areas denote 95 % confidence intervals. (b) Histogram (shaded bar
plot) and kernel-density estimate (line) of the proportion of neu-
rons active for uniformly sampled 64-dimensional vectors when
distributing intercepts according to CS(𝑑 + 2).
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distribution. Further evidence is presented in Appendix B. All experiments
have been performed with 𝑑 = 64 dimensional representations and 50𝑑 = 3200
spiking LIF neurons unless otherwise noted. For each experiment 15 samples
using different random number seeds were obtained. The benefit of choosing
the CS(𝑑 + 2) intercept distribution is larger for increasing dimensionality, but
64 dimensions is sufficient to see a clear effect. For fewer dimensions the benefit
is less, but not worse than the uniform intercept distribution (Appendix B).
This is consistent with the CS(𝑑 + 2) distribution approaching a uniform dis-
tribution for 𝑑 → 1. The asymptotic scaling of the noise error component with
the number of neurons does not change for the given choices of the intercept
distribution. Any neuron number that is large enough for the noise error to
dominate can be used in these experiments, and noise error values for other
neuron numbers can be extrapolated. This might invalidate the results for
small neuron numbers, but such cases should be considered as special for any
intercept distribution. Finally, spiking LIF neurons are of primary interest, as
they are the most commonly used neuron model in the NEF. But, I give some
consideration to other neuron types in Appendix B. Any stated differences in
error are based on the aforementioned parameters. Furthermore, all stated dif-
ferences have been found to be statistically highly significant with 𝑝 < 0.0001
using bootstrapping.
The basic effects of the CS(𝑑+2) intercept distribution can be seen in Fig. 6.8.
The total mean error is reduced by −0.130. This is mainly due to a reduction
in the noise error. The distortion seemingly increases, but because most of the
volume of the space is near the surface and the distortion there ends up a little
bit lower, the total mean distortion also decreases (−0.020). However, where
the space is distorted changes. While the uniform distribution leads to an
even distortion except towards the hypersphere surface, the cosine similarity
distribution gives a distortion that varies more across the space. In particular,
there is a ring of higher distortion between the center and the surface of the
hyperball and another such ring around the surface.
In general, there is a noise-distortion trade-off. Reducing the noise error by
changing the intercept distribution, leads to a more uneven distortion and can
potentially increase the total distortion. For spiking neurons with short synaptic
time constants, the noise error is usually much higher and thus the change in
the distortion is often negligible. Longer synaptic time constants shift this trade-
off as the noise error is lower. Still, for biologically realistic time constants of
up to 0.1 s, the cosine similarity intercept distribution performs better. It is also
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CS(d + 2) intercepts
syn = 0.005s
syn = 0.1s
Figure 6.8.: Mean error along a line cut through the 64-dimensional hyper-
ball with 3200 neurons, different intercept distributions (pink vs.
turquoise) and different synaptic time constants (solid vs. dotted
line). The shaded regions indicate 95 % confidence intervals.
worth noting that this trade-off is slightly affected by the regularization term
when solving for the decoders (Fig. 6.9). A higher regularization decreases the
noise as the decoders get less sensitive to small fluctuations, but increases the
distortion towards the hypersphere surface. The opposite effects are observed
with less regularization.
Interestingly, the cosine intercept distribution not only reduces the noise by
a constant factor compared to the uniform distribution, it also improves the
scaling of the noise error from 𝑂(𝑑/√𝑛) to 𝑂(𝑑3/4/√𝑛) as shown in Fig. 6.10.
So far, we only considered spiking neurons, but the NEF also allows the use
of rate neuron models. In that case, the noise error is zero because the firing
rate can be represented with arbitrary precision. With the default parameters,
the cosine similarity distribution still gives a slightly lower total distortion
(−0.020). However, due to the non-existent noise, the default regularization
of 𝜆 = 0.1 is too large and a lower error can be obtained by reducing the
regularization to 𝜆 = 0.01. Then the uniform distribution performs better,
while the cosine similarity intercept distribution increases the distortion (by
0.0262).
These results demonstrate the benefit of the CS(𝑑 + 2) intercept distribu-
tion for the most commonly used neuron types and parameters in the NEF.
Technically, the optimal intercept distribution depends on the exact parameters
set and can differ depending on them. It is not possible to do an exhaustive
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Figure 6.9.: Mean error along a line cut through the 64-dimensional hyperball
with 3200 neurons and different regularization 𝜆. The shaded
regions indicate 95 % confidence intervals.

















Figure 6.10.: The mean noise error 𝐸n with CS(𝑑 + 2) distributed intercepts in
dependence of the number of dimensions. Scatter points show
empirically determined values with 95 % confidence intervals
smaller than the marker size. The solid gray line in is a linear
regression fitted to 𝑑3/4.
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comparison due to the multitude of parameters and valid parameter choices.
Nevertheless, Appendix B demonstrates the benefit of distributing spiking
neuron intercepts according to CS(𝑑 + 2) for a wide range of parameter manip-
ulations including varied neuron numbers, dimensionalities, neuron models,
and nonlinear function decoding.
It is also worth noting that the present analysis assumes that all values in the
representational space X are uniformly distributed. If certain values appear
more frequently than others, the optimal intercept distribution might change.
The experimental procedure used here to compare intercept distributions
might still be used, but the error needs to be weighted by the frequency of the
represented values 𝒙.
6.4. Op mized Seman c Pointer Representa on
The NEF only requires multiple vector dimensions to be represented in a single
ensemble if functions with a nonlinear interaction of the individual dimen-
sions is decoded. Such interactions are rarely needed in the Semantic Pointer
Architecture and there are a number of reasons to split up the 𝑑-dimensional
vector into 𝑞 vectors of 𝑑𝑞 = 𝑑/𝑞 dimensions.
First of all, solving for decoders requires the inversion of an 𝑛×𝑛 matrix with
a runtime complexity of 𝑂(𝑛3) where 𝑛 is the total number of neurons in the
ensemble. When instead using 𝑞 ensembles with 𝑛/𝑞 neurons each to represent
𝑑𝑞-dimensional segments of the vector, only 𝑞 inversions of 𝑛/𝑞 × 𝑛/𝑞 matrices
are required, which give a runtime complexity of only 𝑂(𝑛3/𝑞2). Thus, solving
for the decoders can be a lot more efficient when splitting up a vector into
multiple ensembles for the representation. Second, the noise error grows only
in 𝑂(√𝑞/𝑛) if 𝑑𝑞 is kept constant. In other words, adding 𝑑𝑞 more dimensions,
requires only 𝑛/𝑞 additional neurons to keep the noise error constant.
Splitting up the input space in this manner, however, introduces a slight
complication. While we can assume the full vectors 𝒙 ∈ X to be uniformly dis-
tributed, this is not the case for the 𝑑𝑞-dimensional subvectors. The distribution
of the subvectors clusters around shorter vectors. One way to account for that,
is to reduce the representational radius 𝑟 of the ensembles, which improves the
representation of the most common vectors, but worsens the representation of
subvectors that fall outside of that radius (which might still occur occasionally).
Gosmann and Eliasmith (2016) describe in detail how to find a good value for
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𝑟.
Here, I use a different method, where both the intercept distribution and
evaluation point distribution are set to the cosine similarity distribution CS(𝑑 +
2) (note that this uses the dimensionality of the complete vector, not 𝑑𝑞). As
before, the distribution of evaluation points accounts for the fact that the
represented values are no longer uniformly distributed. This can be seen as
setting a “soft” radius. The prior radius adjustment method effectively changed
the intercept and evaluation point distributions to cover a hyperball of reduced
radius. By using the cosine similarity distribution instead, most of these points
are inside such a hyperball, but some evaluation points are still allowed to fall
outside of such a hard radius cutoff.
To verify the performance, I repeated the benchmarks from Gosmann and
Eliasmith (2016). A randomly moving unit-length semantic pointer is fed as
input to the set of ensembles and the distribution of resulting root mean square
error (RMSE) in the representation is measured in each time step. The first
0.5 s are discarded to allow for the delayed rise of the neural firing rates at
the beginning of the simulation. In comparison to Gosmann and Eliasmith
(2016), the total simulation time has been halved to 5 s and only 15 instead of
20 independent simulations have been run per condition. These numbers are
still sufficient to give highly significant results.
The results for a 64-dimensional representation are shown in Fig. 6.11. All
the mean RMSEs for one value of 𝑑𝑞 are significantly different (𝑝 < 0.0001,
determined with bootstrapping), with the exception of the radius adjustment
method compared to the default parameters when 𝑑𝑞 = 𝑑 = 64 (𝑝 > 0.93).
This latter result is expected because for 𝑑𝑞 = 𝑑, the radius adjustment method
keeps a unit radius and has no effect. Further, the previous result of the radius
method increasingly reducing the error as 𝑑𝑞 → 1 is reproduced. The method
of setting the intercepts and evaluation points performs better for 𝑑𝑞 = 16,
which is a typical choice in SPA model, and the same improvement is obtained
for larger values of 𝑑𝑞 in contrast to the radius adjustment. For 𝑑𝑞 = 1 it is
slightly worse and has a long tail, but it is still a much lower error than obtained
with the default parameters. Overall, setting the intercepts and evaluation
points gives a significant improvement in a wider range of cases and is only
slightly worse than the radius adjustment for small 𝑑𝑞.
In addition to pure representation, it is common to compute dot products
in the context of the SPA. For the dot product the element-wise products are
computed in separate product networks and summed afterwards. In these
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Figure 6.11.: Distribution of the RMSE in the representation of 64-dimensional
unit-vectors. The violinplots visualize the distribution with a
kernel-density estimate mirrored horizontally. The midlines show
box plots with mean (white) and quartiles (thick black). Results
obtained with the Nengo default parameters are blue, with the
radius adjustment method from Gosmann and Eliasmith (2016)
are orange, and using the CS(𝑑 + 2) distribution for intercepts
and evaluation points are green. Along the y-axis the number of
subdimensions 𝑑𝑞 represented in a single ensemble are arranged.
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Figure 6.12.: Distribution of the RMSE in the calculation of dot products and
vector lengths. The violinplots visualize the distribution with a
kernel-density estimate. The midline of shows a box plot with
mean (white) and quartiles (thick black).
product networks the sum (and difference) of the two input elements needs
to be represented (see Section 4.5), which means that the represented value is
distributed according to the sum of two cosine similarity distributions in the
general case. However, the dot product is often used to check the similarity of
two unit-vectors and a result of one should be obtained for identical vectors.
For identical vectors, the two inputs to the element-wise products are the same
and the sum follows the distribution of a single input stretched out by a factor
of 2. Thus, it is appropriate to use the CS(𝑑 + 2) distribution for intercepts
and evaluation points in the product networks used for dot products. In the
general case of non-identical inputs, this might not be fully optimal, but still
performs well (Fig. 6.12). It is also only minimally worse than the previous
radius adjustment method.
Furthermore, the benchmark was only run for 64 dimensions with 200 neu-
rons per dimension. However, the same conclusions as in Gosmann and Elia-
smith (2016) can be expected to hold for different dimensionalities and neuron
numbers. Increasing the dimensionality improves the benefit of adjusting
the radius, or the intercept and evaluation point distributions. Similarly, the





The Context-Unified Encoding memory
model

7. The Ordinal Serial Encoding Model
The Ordinal Serial Encoding (OSE) model (Choo 2010) is an NEF and SPA based
model of serial recall. It was able to reproduce various effects found in human
recall data such as the primacy effect, recency effect, and transposition gradients
in serial and delayed forward recall. Within the context-unified encoding (CUE)
memory model it provides the basis for the short-term memory component.
In the OSE, 𝑚 presented items 𝒗𝑖 are bound to fixed position vectors 𝒑𝑖 and











with decay factor 𝛾 < 1 and scaling factor 𝜌 > 1. The memory traces 𝒎stm and
𝒎epis represent the short-term and episodic memory store, respectively. The
binding operation B used here is circular convolution, but it could be worth
exploring the effect of other binding operations in the future. The recall of an
item is given by unbinding the corresponding position vector as
𝒗𝑖 ≈ B+(𝒎stm + 𝒎epis, 𝒑𝑖). (7.3)
These encoding equations produce the primacy and recency effect due to the
differential effect of the decay and scaling factors 𝛾 and 𝜌.
For the neural implementation, each memory trace can be stored in an inte-
grator with some additional processes for updating and unbinding the recalled
item. For the integration within the CUE memory model, the episodic memory
trace is replaced by a version based on the temporal context model presented
in the next chapter. This introduces a more plausible episodic memory, stor-
ing experiences in actual synaptic weight changes rather than in the activities
of a neural population. In addition, the recall process needs to be adjusted
to integrate information from the exchanged episodic memory component
(Chapter 10).
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Figure 7.1.: Implementation of the OSE short-term memory trace 𝒎stm with
the NEF. See text for additional details.
7.1. Neural STM implementa on
In the CUE model, the short-term memory buffer of the OSE model is imple-
mented as depicted in Fig. 7.1. The network gets an item and position Semantic
Pointer as input which are bound together. The bound result is added into the
memory trace stored in combined as long as it does not receive the input_store
signal. Once the input_store signal is received, the contents from combined are
transferred to the 𝒎stm populations. Items are decoded from the memory via
the approximate inverse circular convolution. The decay factor of 𝛾 = 0.9775 is
taken from the original OSE implementation (Choo 2010) and is implemented
on the connection from 𝒎stm to combined.
7.2. Neural posi on coun ng
For the OSE it is necessary to keep track of the ordinal position of the current
item. The CUE model extends the OSE to do this also in neurons. Figure 7.2
shows the network implementing this functionality. All ensembles in this
network are implementing a threshold at zero so that represented values are
always positive. The state ensemble array has one ensemble for each possible
position and only the ensemble for the current position is active. This is en-
sured by providing a small negative bias (−0.2) to all ensembles to prevent
spontaneous activity. Furthermore, a recurrent connection with 𝜏syn = 0.1 s
decoding a constant of 1.2 keeps the current position in a state of stable activity.
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increment 𝜏syn = 5 ms













Figure 7.2.: Implementation of position counting with the NEF. See text for
details.
To advance to the next position a signal with a rising edge has to be provided
to the increment input. To detect the rising edge, a differentiator ensemble is
used that receives its input via two connections where one connection has a
fast synaptic time constant (𝜏syn = 5 ms) and the other connection has a slow
synaptic time constant (𝜏syn = 50 ms) and a transform of −1 (Section 4.1). The
output is fed through a gate ensemble that can be inhibited to prevent position
increments.
Then the Heaviside step function is decoded from the gate signal and fed into
the advance threshold ensemble array scaled by a factor of 0.8. The output of
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which inhibits all ensembles except the one corresponding to the current posi-
tion. This ensemble only becomes active when a rising edge for the increment
input is detected. The advance threshold ensemble projects back to the state
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to excite the population representing the next position.
When the next position gets active, the old position needs to be inhibited at
some point to prevent two positions from being active at the same time. This is
done via the inhibit threshold ensemble array. It receives a bias input of −0.6 and
input from the decoded constant from state. Once the threshold (decoded as
Heaviside step function) is exceeded, the previous and next item are inhibited
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An example of how these component interact to advance the represented
position is given in Fig. 7.3.
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Figure 7.3.: Position increment in the position counting network. The top-most
plot shows the input signal and output of the differentiator. The
following plots from top to bottom show: Heaviside output of the
network, representation in the state ensembles, transformed input
to the state ensembles from the advance threshold ensembles, and
transformed input from the inhibit threshold ensembles.
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8. The Temporal Context Model
The temporal context model (TCM) was proposed by Howard and Kahana
(2002) as a model of free recall. It matched data of immediate, delayed, and
continuous distractor recall tasks. As the distractor task used in the delayed
and continuous distractor condition is designed to prevent active rehearsal,
this model is likely to address more long-term, synaptic storage as opposed to
the short-term OSE model. Similar to a number of other memory models, the
TCM assumes a time varying context signal that items are associated with. But
unlike those other models, this context is based on the items themselves rather
than being randomly generated.
In particular, items in the TCM are represented as orthogonal vectors 𝒇𝑖 and
the context signal is also a vector 𝒄. If we relax the orthogonality constraint
on the items to almost (instead of perfectly) orthogonal, we can use Semantic
Pointers for these vectors. To associate items and contexts, two association
matrices are used. The 𝑴CF matrix represents the associations from a context




Note that the 𝑴CF matrix can be easily updated by adding another item/context
outer product. The 𝑴FC matrix is used to retrieve a context vector 𝒄IN𝑖 =
𝑴FC𝒇𝑖 to update the current context according to the evolution equation (also see
Fig. 8.1a)
𝒄𝑖 = 𝜃𝑖𝒄𝑖−1 + 𝛽𝒄IN𝑖 (8.2)
where 𝛽 is a free parameter controlling how fast the context drifts and 0 < 𝜃𝑖 ≤
1 is determined to ensure unit length of 𝒄𝑖 in each timestep as
𝜃𝑖 = √1 + 𝛽2 [⟨𝒄𝑖−1, 𝒄IN𝑖 ⟩
2
− 1] − 𝛽 ⟨𝒄𝑖−1, 𝒄IN𝑖 ⟩ . (8.3)
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Figure 8.1.: Evolution of the context in the TCM during (a) item presentation
and (b) recall.
In the CUE model, however, 𝜃𝑖 is fixed to the asymptotic value for ⟨𝒄𝑖−1, 𝒄IN𝑖 ⟩ →
0
𝜃𝑖 = √1 − 𝛽2. (8.4)
In the TCM this corresponds to the assumption that item 𝑖 has not been pre-
sented for a sufficiently long time which results in a retrieved context 𝒄IN𝑖 that
is almost orthogonal to the current context. This change is further motivated
by still producing a good match to the data and simplifying the neural imple-
mentation as no dynamic scaling of a vector is required. Such scaling would
require a product network for each vector dimension in the NEF. Equation (8.2)
introduces the asymmetric bias to forward recall into the model (Fig. 8.2).
While the similarity of contexts ⟨𝒄𝑖, 𝒄𝑗⟩ is symmetric for the lag 𝑗 − 𝑖, 𝒄IN𝑖 is only
included in context vectors 𝒄𝑗 with 𝑗 ≥ 𝑖.
Finally, the associations from items to context 𝑴FC need to be updated, so
that a recalled item can be used to update and partially restore a previous
context to retrieve further items. In the original TCM, this update is given by
𝑴FC𝑖+1 = 𝑴FC𝑖 ?̃?𝒇𝑖 + 𝑎𝑖𝑴
FC
𝑖 𝑷𝒇𝑖 + 𝑏𝑖𝒄𝑖𝒇
⊤
𝑖 (8.5)
𝑎𝑖 = 𝛾𝑏𝑖 (8.6)
𝑏𝑖 =
1
𝛾2 + 2𝛾 ⟨𝒄IN, 𝒄𝑖⟩ + 1
(8.7)
with projection operators 𝑷𝒗 = 𝒗𝒗⊤/‖𝒗‖2, ?̃?𝒗 = 𝑰 − 𝑷𝒗, and a free parameter
𝛾 specifying the relative contribution of previously associated context 𝒄IN𝑖
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Figure 8.2.: Similarity of the context to itself ⟨𝒄𝑖, 𝒄𝑗⟩ and to the retrieved context
⟨𝒄IN𝑖 , 𝒄𝑗⟩ for different lags 𝑗 − 𝑖.
and new context 𝒄𝑖. Again, to facilitate the neural implementation, the exact
weighting of 𝒄IN𝑖 and 𝒄𝑖 is relaxed while still achieving a good match to data.
Instead of splitting 𝑴FC𝑖 into components parallel and orthogonal to 𝒇𝑖, 𝒄𝑖𝒇 ⊤𝑖 is
added directly into the matrix with a fixed parameter 𝑏,
𝑴FC𝑖+1 = 𝑴FC𝑖 + 𝑏𝒄𝑖𝒇 ⊤𝑖 . (8.8)
Given a context 𝒄, a mixture of associated items can be recalled as 𝒇 IN = 𝑴CF𝒄.
To retrieve a single item some form of cleanup has to performed. Once such
a single item has been recalled, the item can be used to recall the associated
context as 𝑴FC𝒇 IN which in turn can be used to update the current context
according to (8.2). The updated context allows recalling further items (Fig. 8.1b).
Different cleanup strategies for the recalled item vector can be used. In the
original TCM model, a set of activities 𝑎𝑖 = 𝒇 ⊤𝑖 𝒇 IN was obtained and used to
make a probabilistic decision according to Luce’s choice rule. The probability
of retrieving item 𝒇𝑖 is given as






with a parameter 𝜏 that specifies the sensitivity to the activities.
The version of the TCM model presented by Sederberg, Howard, and Kahana
(2008) uses a winner-take-all process based on the leaky, competing accumu-
lator model (Usher and McClelland 2001). In this model, for each possible
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item a leaky integrator integrates evidence over time. At the same time, the
integrators inhibit each other laterally. The dynamics can be described by
𝒙𝑠 = 𝒙𝑠−1 +
1
𝜏 (𝒖 − 𝜅𝒙𝑠−1 − 𝜆𝑳𝒙𝑠−1) + 𝜼 (8.10)
where 𝒖 is the scaled vector of inputs determined from 𝑴CF𝒄 with the current
context, 𝜅 the leak rate, 𝜆 the lateral inhibition, [𝑳]𝑖𝑗 = 1 − δ𝑖𝑗 the lateral
inhibition matrix, and 𝜼 normal distributed random noise. This is a more
detailed description of how the brain might actually decide for a single item.
However, it is problematic to incorporate within a larger scale neural model
under noisy conditions as detailed in Chapter 10. For this reason, a different
winner-take-all process described in that chapter is used.
8.1. Neural context update
A neural implementation of the TCM needs to implement the updating of the
𝑴FC and 𝑴CF matrices discussed in Chapter 9, the recall of items discussed
in Chapter 10, and updating of the context given by (8.2), discussed in the re-
mainder of this chapter. Despite being a simple equation, a number of different
implementation approaches are potentially viable. However, only one of these
methods was successful in matching the human data when incorporated into
the complete model. It is still instructive to compare these different approaches
and consider why they fail.
8.1.1. Bounded integrator
Equation (8.2) assumes discrete steps, but for a neural implementation a con-
tinuous formulation is more natural and given by
d𝒄
d𝑡 = (
̄𝜃 − 1)𝒄 + ̄𝛽𝒄IN . (8.11)
This equation is easily implemented with a neural integrator for a constant ̄𝜃
and ̄𝛽. However, there is no limit on the integration of 𝒄IN anymore so that
the proportion of 𝒄IN added into 𝒄 can exceed 𝛽. To add at most 𝛽𝒄IN to the
context 𝒄, we can gate the input to the integrator and add a network computing
the dot product between 𝒄 and 𝒄IN. After thresholding the dot product at
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Figure 8.3.: Bounded integrator network.
𝛽, it can be used to suppress the input by inhibiting the gate ensembles (see
Fig. 8.3). Furthermore, in the original TCM 𝒄 was kept at unit length while the
integration has no such bound. To keep the unit length, we can project 𝒄 to
another population 𝒄↓ which projects back to the integrator with a transform
of 𝜁 = −0.1. Picking a 𝜁 closer to zero allows the 𝒄 vector exceed unit length
by a larger amount while the integrator receives input and will increase the
time required to settle back to unit length, whereas a large magnitude of 𝜁
can lead to oscillatory behaviour. The 𝒄↓ population needs to be controlled to
only provide the inhibitory input to the integrator as long as ‖𝒄‖ > 1. This is
achieved by decoding the length of 𝒄 from the integrator and thresholding it at
1. As long as the threshold is not exceeded 𝒄↓ is inhibited.
To investigate the behaviour of the network, it was fed with new context vec-
tors 𝒄IN at rate of one vector per second. These vectors were either orthogonal
or had a cosine similarity of 0.6 between successive pairs. Figure 8.4 shows the
mean similarity of the context vector to itself with given time lag. For (almost)
orthogonal vectors 𝒄IN, the similarity between the context vectors is close under
the target. For non-orthogonal vectors with ⟨𝒄IN𝑖 , 𝒄IN𝑖+1⟩ ≈ 0.6, however, the
similarity of the context vectors is by far larger than the target. This is caused
by the input already being similar to the context and thus stopping the update
too early. Note that it is not sufficient to simply adjust 𝛽 as depending on the
similarity of the inputs it needs to either be incremented or decremented.
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Figure 8.4.: Decay in context similarity with the bounded integrator network
given almost orthogonal inputs and inputs with a similarity of
approximately 0.6. The desired similarity is given by the gray line.
Shaded regions indicate 95 % confidence intervals.
8.1.2. Alterna ng update of two memories
With a single integrator, we have to rely on the dot product between the input
vector and current context as a measure of 𝛽. This dot product is biased in
different directions if the input vectors have differing similarities. To circum-
vent this, we need to use two gated memory populations that are updated in
alternating fashion. Then the output of the old context and input vector can
be combined according to 𝜃𝒄 + 𝛽𝒄IN and fed into to the memory buffer for
the current context. The completion of that memory update can be detected
by the dot product of the updated context and the current context crossing a
threshold of one. Such a network is shown in Fig. 8.5.
Unfortunately, this still does not work for non-orthogonal input vectors
(Fig. 8.6). In that case the dot product of the updated context and current
context are already quite high and the updated context is not completely
loaded into the current memory buffer.
8.1.3. Externally controlled alterna ng memory buffers
All approaches to determine required context updates based on vector simi-
larity will fail because the similarity of 𝒄IN𝑖 and 𝒄𝑖−1 is not known beforehand
and can vary widely depending on what contexts are recalled. Thus, for a
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Figure 8.5.: Alternating update of memory buffers.




















Figure 8.6.: Decay in context similarity with the alternating update of two mem-
ories given almost orthogonal inputs and inputs with a similarity
of approximately 0.6. The desired similarity is given by the gray
line. Shaded regions indicate 95 % confidence intervals.
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Figure 8.7.: Alternating update of memory buffers with external control.
properly working context update in the TCM model, the update process has
to be controlled by an external control signal (see Section 11.1). This control
signal indicates when the context signal needs to be updated with the provided
input and when it has to be kept stable. If we take the alternating memory
buffer network, but control the updating externally (Fig. 8.7), it works for both
orthogonal and similar input vectors (Fig. 8.8).
This leads to two predictions. First, the update of the context signal is not
directly regulated by the input, but externally controlled. Second, there are
neural populations that start representing the current context in succession:
first the updated context 𝒄 is constructed in one memory population before it
is transmitted to a secondary population 𝒄′ to be available as old context for
the next update.
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Figure 8.8.: Decay in context similarity with the alternating update of two
memories and external control given almost orthogonal inputs
and inputs with a similarity of approximately 0.6. The desired




9. Associa on Matrix Learning
The TCM requires two association matrices, 𝑴CF and 𝑴FC, to be updated. To
translate this into neurons, an appropriate learning rule, the association matrix
learning rule (AML), has to be derived. The TCM gives the update of such an
association matrix as
𝑴𝑖+1 = 𝑴𝑖 + Δ𝑴𝑖 (9.1)
Δ𝑴𝑖 = 𝒗𝑖𝒖⊤𝑖 (9.2)
for adding an association from 𝒖𝑖 to 𝒗𝑖. The association matrix after 𝑛 updates
can be expressed as









This allows us to express the neural connection weights after learning 𝑛 associ-
ations as





where 𝑬 is the post-synaptic encoder matrix and 𝑫 are the pre-synaptic de-
coders of the identity function. This equation gives us some important infor-
mation on how the learning of such association matrices can be implemented.
First, preexisting weights can be implemented as a transform on a normal
neural connection that is kept constant. Second, all the weight changes can
be collapsed into decoder changes. Thus, we need the AML to implement the
decoder change given by
?̃?𝑖+1 = ?̃?𝑖 + Δ?̃?𝑖 (9.5)
Δ?̃?𝑖 = 𝒗𝑖𝒖⊤𝑖 𝑫 (9.6)
where ?̃? is the matrix of learned decoders.
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Figure 9.1.: Explicit neural calculation of the AML weight change.
To implement this within a neural network, the discrete equation has to be




with learning rate 𝜂. Note that while in the discrete formulation all associations
are added in with the same strength, in the continuous formulation, the associa-
tive strength depends on the learning rate and presentation time. This equation
can be directly implemented with the NEF and thus realized with spiking neu-
rons. That alone, however, does not ensure the biological plausibility, as any
mathematical formulation of synaptic weight changes could be implemented
with the NEF. There are also multiple ways to implement the equation with the
NEF that have different implications about a potential biological realization.
In the following, several of these possibilities are discussed.
9.1. Explicit calcula on of weight change
Both the cue 𝒖(𝑡) and target 𝒗(𝑡) are available as neural signals. That allows
the implementation of the calculation of the outer product 𝒗(𝑡)𝒖(𝑡)⊤ in a set of
neural ensembles. The multiplication of each pair of scalars can be accurately
implemented in spiking neurons as demonstrated by Gosmann (2015). Those
ensembles can then be connected up to modulate the synaptic strengths from
the pre- to the post-populations (see Fig. 9.1) by forming the transpose of the
outer product, applying a transform of 𝑫⊤, and transposing back.
It might be surprising that the change in the connection weights between the
pre- and post-ensemble does not depend on their own activity, but is controlled
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externally. While this is different from many other common learning rules,
there is evidence of such heterosynaptic learning in the brain and specifically
the hippocampus (Huilme et al. 2014; Rebola, Carta, and Mulle 2017; Uchida,
Fukuda, and Kamiya 2012). Furthermore, this learning rule requires some
preexisting structure and connection weights to calculate the signal for the
weight modulation. But as most NEF models do not give a developmental
account of how such structures come about, I put this question aside and leave
it at something that has to be answered in the future and concerns any type of
NEF model, not just this learning rule. However, there is one more aspect that
can be criticized as being biologically implausible: the connections from the
outer product calculation depend on the decoders of the pre-population. It is
not clear how the pre-population could transmit this information to this other
place.
A similar problem of biological plausibility occurs in classical neural net-
works and deep learning with back propagation, where the weights for the
transmission of the error signal need to be symmetric to the forward weights.
Recently, this concern of biological plausibility in deep learning has been
slightly alleviated by the discovery that the weight symmetry is not strictly
required. It is possible for the network to adjust its forward weights to account
for existing, non-symmetric backward weights, a process known as feedback
alignment (Lillicrap et al. 2016). Unfortunately, it is not clear whether this can
be applied to the situation here.
9.2. Explicit calcula on of weight change without weight
symmetry
By reformulating 𝒗(𝑡)𝒖(𝑡)⊤𝑫 as 𝒗(𝑡)[𝑫⊤𝒖(𝑡)]⊤ it is possible to implement the
learning rule without the need for a connection to be based on decoders of a
neural ensemble it is not related to. Again there is a set of neural ensembles
calculating an outer product (see Fig. 9.2). But in contrast to the previous
approach, if the pre-ensemble is also used as the cue input 𝒖(𝑡), the transform
𝑫⊤ applied to 𝒖(𝑡) is based on that ensemble’s decoders decoding 𝒖(𝑡). The
transform could even be rolled into the decoder matrix
𝑫∗ = 𝑫⊤𝑫. (9.8)
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Figure 9.2.: Explicit neural calculation of the AML weight change avoiding
weight sharing.
As we generally assume, in the context of the NEF, that there is some mechanism
in place to establish the decoders to compute arbitrary given functions, this
might already be considered a satisfactory answer to the biological plausibility.
However, it is not possible to state the function to obtain the decoders 𝑫∗
because the function itself depends on the encoding by the neurons. Moreover,
𝑫∗ is a symmetric matrix, which is a constraint not respected by the normal
decoder optimization process. But in the context of the NEF, it can be assumed
that the neural network can decode the identity function, i.e., there is a connec-
tion with decoders 𝑫. This can be used to learn a connection with decoders
𝑫∗.
Given the vector of neural activities 𝒂 at time 𝑡, we have 𝒙 = 𝑫𝒂 and can
state
𝒙⊤𝒙 = 𝒂⊤𝑫⊤𝑫𝒂 != 𝒂⊤𝑫∗𝒂. (9.9)
This gives us an error expression as
𝐸2(𝒂) = ∣𝒙⊤𝒙 − 𝒂⊤𝑫∗𝒂∣
2 != 0 (9.10)
with the gradient defined as
𝜕𝐸2(𝒂)
𝜕𝑫∗
= 2 (𝒂⊤𝑫∗𝒂 − 𝒙⊤𝒙) (𝒂𝒂⊤) . (9.11)
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Figure 9.3.: Error ‖𝑫⊤𝑫 − 𝑫∗‖.
in a (spiking) neural network to perform stochastic gradient descent.
To demonstrate that this learning rule allows the learning of the desired sym-
metric matrix, it was applied to a connection where the pre-synaptic ensemble
was fed with a randomly varying vector signal. The vector was generated
from bandwidth limited Gaussian white noise (upper limit 40 Hz) for each
component, normalized, and then multiplied by a bandwidth limited white
noise scalar. The learning rate was set to 𝜂∗ = 1 × 10−13 s−1. We can see that
the Frobenius norm of the difference between the learned matrix 𝑫∗ and the
desired matrix 𝑫⊤𝑫 continuously decreases (Fig. 9.3). The decoded output
for some dimensions quickly aligns with the target output (Fig. 9.4), but that
does not happen for all dimensions. This might be due to the random input
not sufficiently covering the representational space.
Again, the pure derivation of a learning rule does not ensure its biological
plausibility. Thus, let us consider the individual terms in the gradient. The term
𝒂⊤𝑫∗𝒂 is using the current decoders to decode the ensemble’s activity in no way
different than usually done in the NEF where the existence of these standard
decoders is generally assumed. The decoded value is then correlated with the
ensemble’s activity. The plausibility of this is somewhat unclear to the direct
interaction of decoded values and neural activities, but to my knowledge there is
no data excluding this possibility. In particular, the decoded value and activities
could be projected to another neural ensembles (see Fig. 9.5) that calculates the
inner product. The same, a projection to neural ensemble calculating the inner
product, could happen with the decoded value 𝒙. Alternatively, 𝒙⊤𝒙 could
directly be decoded (as a square of the individual components all projecting
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Figure 9.4.: Example of two outputs decoded with the symmetric weights being
learned. The output dimensions on the left quickly aligns with the
target, while this does not happen (within the shown time frame)
for the output dimension on the right.
into the same dimension). Figure 9.6 shows the time course of the error when
learning 𝑫∗ with such a neural gradient computation. The observed decrease
demonstrates the basic viability of this approach, but the learning is slower
and flattens out earlier due to the spiking noise.
The whole term 𝒂⊤𝑫∗𝒂 − 𝒙⊤𝒙 is a scalar that influences all synapses. This
could be realized by a broadly acting neuro-modulator or by extensive con-
nectivity of the neural ensembles calculating this error term. Neither option is
implausible. This gradient term seems to play a role in weight normalization as






Figure 9.5.: Neural computation of the error signal necessary for learning sym-
metric decoders with gradient descent.
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Figure 9.6.: Error ‖𝑫⊤𝑫 − 𝑫∗‖ with neural gradient calculation.
the values of 𝑫∗. Also, without it all weight changes would always be negative.
Note that in many learning rules, normalization factors are often criticized as
implausible for requiring knowledge of the whole weight matrix at the level
of a single synapse. This critique does not apply to this learning rule. The
decoding matrix is only used to decode from the activities which require only
local knowledge of the weights.
Finally, the term 𝒂𝒂⊤ correlates neuron activities and appears somewhat
Hebbian-like. Hebbian learning is one of the best studied ways that biological
systems learn. In this form of learning pre- and post-synaptic neurons become
connected when they fire in short succession. In contrast to this usual account,
here two pre-synaptic neurons connect to the same post-synaptic neuron if they
fire together. Again, the biological plausibility of this is somewhat uncertain,
but cannot be outright rejected.
9.3. Implicit error calcula on
The previous two implementations of the AML use minimal assumptions about
the computational power of synapses. All that is needed are additive weight
changes proportional to some error signal. However, it has been proposed
that synapses might not simply transmit information, but also perform com-
putations (Abbott and Regehr 2004; Koch 2004, Ch. 5). In particular, Stöckel,
Voelker, and Eliasmith (2018) showed that conductance-based synapses can
be used in the NEF to compute nonlinear functions like multiplication. That
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should allow us to roll the explicit outer product, required in the previous two
approaches, into the synapses itself. This requires considerably fewer neurons
as no neural populations are required for each product.
In this thesis, I am using an implementation that corresponds to this implicit
error calculation, but implements the required synaptic computation in pure
math rather than implementing it with actual synaptic models. This is mainly
to reduce simulation times and is not meant as a statement that this is likely to
correspond to the brain’s implementation as there is not enough evidence to
make such a strong claim.
9.4. Norma ve interpreta on
While the AML cannot be outright rejected as biologically implausible, there
are definitely some open questions concerning it. Nevertheless, it should not
be evaluated purely on this fact. Many models in cognitive science, psychology,
and computational neuroscience assume the encoding of associations in an
outer product matrix (e.g., Kajic et al. 2017; Nowak and Komarova 2001; G. D. A.
Brown, Preece, and Hulme 2000). Ultimately, the validity of all those models
depends on the possibility that the brain can learn such a matrix. As such,
the AML makes it explicit which operations have to be implemented to enable
such learning. If these turn out as either not being implemented in the brain
or as not being implementable at all, it would follow that the brain has to use
some other mechanism to represent associations. Thus, the AML has merit
as a normative theory, describing what the brain is ought to do, and directing
research to open questions.
That being said, the AML does not make any assumption about the pre-
synaptic neurons. With such assumptions, some of the restrictions of the AML
might be lessened. For example, assuming orthogonal encoders, the decoder
matrix 𝑫 will be orthogonal too. That in turn means that 𝑫∗ = 𝑫⊤𝑫 = 𝑰
becomes the identity matrix which is independent of the exact decoders. This
simplifies connectivity and removes the need to learn the symmetric matrix
𝑫∗ which alleviates some of the concerns of biological plausibility.
The dentate gyrus in the hippocampus is often assumed to perform pattern
separation, which is a form of orthogonalization. Hence, it might be possible
that the hippocampus learns associations with a form of the AML where 𝑫∗
ends up being the identity matrix and thus simplifies the learning rule itself.
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9.5. Proper es of the AML
So far the considerations about the AML were purely theoretical. Figure 9.7
demonstrates that an implementation of the AML can indeed learn associations
in a spiking neural network. Five different cue-target pairs were presented for
one second each, before testing the recall with the same cues, but no target
vectors. The initially presented target vectors are almost perfectly recalled.
Note that no catastrophic forgetting occurred and each association was learned
with a single presentation of the cue-target pair (one-shot learning). Most other
learning rules exhibit destructive interference between the items in this scenario.
As an example, Fig. 9.7 also shows the same experiment using the Prescribed
Error Sensitivity (PES) learning rule (Bekolay, Kolbeck, and Eliasmith 2013),
which is commonly used in NEF models (e.g., Komer 2015; Rasmussen, Voelker,
and Eliasmith 2017). Here all associations except for the last get destroyed. It is
still possible to learn associations with PES, but it requires the presentation of
each item multiple times in interleaved fashion, i.e., one-shot learning cannot
be done to learn associations in a reliable way.
This ability for one-shot learning with the AML is due to the 𝑫∗ matrix,
which accounts for the interference between neurons. In fact, the AML and






while the AML learning rule can be written as
d?̃?
d𝑡 = 𝜂𝒗(𝑡)𝒖(𝑡)
⊤𝑫 = 𝜂𝒗(𝑡)𝒂⊤𝒖 (𝑡)𝑫⊤𝑫 (9.14)
which is the same, except for 𝑫∗ = 𝑫⊤𝑫.
The one-shot learning ability comes with some limitations, though. The
learning rule is restricted to learn transformations that can be expressed as
outer product matrices, while learning rules like PES can learn arbitrary trans-
formation matrices. Moreover, the learning rule is essentially trying to learn a
look-up table, mapping items to other items. Thus, one should not expect the
AML to generalize to unseen mappings.
This might be another reason, besides the stability-plasticity dilemma, why
a two-stage memory system is needed. The first stage would learn simple
associations with the AML and only in the second step of consolidation with a
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Figure 9.7.: Learning and recall testing of five cue-target pairs with the AML
and PES. Each colored trace is the dot product with one of the
vectors used. The cue vectors 𝒖(𝑡) and target vectors 𝒗(𝑡) differ.
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different learning rule, commonalities get extracted for generalization. This is
consistent with data that shows that generalization improves with sleep. For
example, sleep improves transitive inference (Stickgold 2013) and gives insight
into implicit rules (Wagner et al. 2004). Experience replay in hippocampus
might be responsible for the necessary interleaving of memory traces when
using a learning rule that allows for more generalization, but exhibits destruc-
tive interference such as PES (McClelland, McNaughton, and O’Reilly 1995;
Kumaran, Hassabis, and McClelland 2016). Overall, it is likely that AML only
represents a first step in the association learning process and multiple learning
rules are at play here. That the brain uses no single general purpose learn-
ing rule, but combines different learning rules has been forcefully argued by
Gallistel and King (2009).
9.6. AML accounts for neural changes during associa on
learning
Ison, Quian Quiroga, and Fried (2015) reported that individual neurons in
hippocampus (and parahippocampal cortex) change their firing rapidly to
encode newly learned associations. They recorded from the medial temporal
lobe of 14 epilepsy patients that needed to undergo surgery. They identified
neurons that responded to specific visual stimuli of pictures of persons and
landmarks and recorded the response to this preferred (P) stimulus. Then the
participants learned associations between pairs of a person and a landmark.
Besides multiple tasks to assess the learning, the neuron responses to the
different stimuli were recorded again after learning.
Pair-coding units could be identified that showed an elevated firing rate
only to the preferred stimulus before learning (BL). After learning (AL), those
same units showed an elevated firing rate only to the preferred and associated
non-preferred (NP) stimulus. This can also be observed for associations learned
with the AML. Figure 9.8 shows a NEF network that implements the learning
of associations between persons and landmarks to reproduce the experiment by
Ison, Quian Quiroga, and Fried (2015). The connections weights from both pre-
ensembles 𝒍 and 𝒑 are initialized with the identity transform. To achieve firing
rates closer to the recorded data, the maximum firing rates of the ensembles
were sampled uniformly from 10 s−1 to 20 s−1 (instead of 200 s−1 to 400 s−1
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Figure 9.8.: NEF network for associating two stimuli (persons with landmarks
here) with the AML.
used in the CUE model) and intercepts were sampled uniformly from 0.1 to
1. The dimensionality of the ensembles and semantic pointers was set to 32.
Furthermore, Gaussian white noise with a mean of 0.01 and standard deviation
of 0.05, low-pass filtered with a time-constant of 0.1 s, was injected into the
neurons to account for neural background firing. The recorded spikes were
analyzed analogous to Ison, Quian Quiroga, and Fried (2015).
The main results obtained from the experimental and model data are shown
in Figs. 9.9 and 9.10. Pairwise coding units, showing elevated firing in response
to the preferred stimulus before learning and the non-preferred stimulus after
learning without an increased response to any other stimuli, have been selected.
The normalized population activity in response to the preferred stimulus shows
no or only a minimal change with learning in both the experimental and model
data. For the non-preferred stimulus the population activity increases slightly
on stimulus onset which is more pronounced in the model data. This might be
explained by the model not including any visual processing that could delay
and smooth out that response. After learning, this population response is
increased in both sets of data. For non-associated stimuli the model shows a
minimal decrease in the normalized population activity with learning, while
the experimental data shows no significant change. Overall, the model matches
the main aspects of the experimental observations. A better quantitative fit
might be achievable with more careful parameter selection in the model.
9.7. Weight normaliza on
Note that the AML allows weights to grow without bound. By introducing a
factor of 1−𝒗(𝑡)⊤?̂?(𝑡) this can be prevented where ?̂?(𝑡) is the retrieved, learned
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(b) Model data
Figure 9.9.: Change in spiking behaviour when learning associations. (a) Exem-
plary spikes recorded from human hippocampus for the preferred
(P) and non-preferred (NP) stimulus. Task 1 (blue) is before, task
2 (red) after learning the P-NP association. The black line marks
the stimulus onset. Figure adopted from Ison, Quian Quiroga, and
Fried (2015) under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 Interna-
tional license. (b) Spikes recorded from the NEF model learning
the P-NP association with the AML.
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Figure 9.10.: Population response for pair-coding units to the preferred (P), non-
preferred (NP), and non-associated (NA) stimuli before and after
learning. Times are relative to stimulus onset. Shaded regions
indicate the standard error of mean. (a) Normalized population
activity from (a) experimental and (b) model data. Figure (a)
adopted from Ison, Quian Quiroga, and Fried (2015) under the
Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license.
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for each weight to have access to the global population activity and weights
as ?̂?(𝑡) = ?̃?𝒂𝒖(𝑡). Such global dependencies are often criticized for not being
biologically plausible. As such, I decided to take a slightly different approach
with an equivalent effect. Instead of including the dot product 𝒗(𝑡)⊤?̂?(𝑡) in
the learning rule, it can be computed by another neural population and the
thresholded result can be used to inhibit the population providing 𝒗. Once
fully inhibited, 𝒂𝒗(𝑡) will be all-zero and thus prevent further weight changes.
In the CUE model, the inhibition threshold is adjusted to follow 1 + exp(−𝑡)
for learning the 𝑴CF matrix where 𝑡 is the time since the trial started. This is
intended to account for rehearsal effects that are not explicitly modelled and is





In the original TCM model (Howard and Kahana 2002) the activations 𝑎𝑖 of





with a free parameter 𝜏 controlling for the sensitivity. While this does well in
capturing the recall probabilities, it does not provide much insight in how this
recall process might be realized neurally. In an extension of the TCM model
(Sederberg, Howard, and Kahana 2008) a winner-take-all (WTA) process based
on the widely-used leaky, competing accumulator (LCA) model by Usher and
McClelland (2001) was used. This works well if the output can be evaluated
in a mathematical analysis. However, within the CUE model other parts of
the model need to recognize when a single recall is completed to update the
context and reset the recall system. As I show, this is difficult to do robustly
with the LCA model, but more easily accomplished with an alternate WTA
mechanism termed the independent accumulator (IA) model. A comparison of
these two networks has also been previously published as Gosmann, Voelker,
and Eliasmith (2017).
10.1. Leaky, compe ng accumulator model
Given 𝐷 choices, the leaky, competing accumulator (LCA) model proposed by
Usher and McClelland (2001) describes the dynamics of 𝐷 scalar state variables


















𝜌𝐷 𝑥𝐷 Figure 10.1.: Leaky, competing accumulator (LCA)
network.
where 𝑢𝑖(𝑡) are the external inputs, 𝜅 is the leak rate, 𝜆 the lateral inhibition,
and 𝜏 the integration time-constant. Each state variable 𝑥𝑖 is kept non-negative
by setting negative values to zero. Intuitively, each state variable integrates
its input with a leak term of −𝜅𝑥𝑖 and provides lateral inhibition to all other
state variables. Given one input 𝑢𝑖 > 𝑢𝑗 for all 𝑗 ≠ 𝑖, the state variable 𝑥𝑖 will
converge to 𝑢𝑖 while all other state variables 𝑥𝑗, 𝑗 ≠ 𝑖 will converge to 0 if
𝜅 = 𝜆 = 1 (Appendix C). In the following analysis, 𝜅 = 𝜆 = 1 will be fixed.
Other choices of 𝜆 affect the effective integration time-constant 𝜏 and gain on
the input, while changing 𝜅 results in undesired behaviour where the history
of inputs influences the current choice.
By means of principle 3 of the NEF, the prescribed dynamics can be ex-
actly implemented in the NEF. Here, one ensemble per state variable is used
(Fig. 10.1) and the gains and biases of the neurons are distributed as described
in Section 4.4 to ensure the rectification of the state variables.
10.2. Independent accumulator model















, 𝑥𝑖 ≥ 0 (10.3)
̄𝑥𝑖 = Θ(𝑥𝑖 − 𝜗) (10.4)
where 𝑢𝑖(𝑡) again gives the external input, 𝜏1 and 𝜏2 are feedforward and
feedback time-constants, ?̄? is an inhibition constant, Θ is the Heaviside step
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Layer 1 Layer 2Inputs
Figure 10.2.: The independent accumula-
tor (IA) network. The second
layer is used to compute the
function ̄𝑥𝑖 = Θ(𝑥𝑖 − 𝜗).
function, and 𝜗 is a threshold. The Heaviside non-linearity is the crucial
difference to the LCA model as we can reduce this equation to (10.2) by setting
𝜏 = 𝜏1, 𝑘 = −𝜏1/𝜏2, and 𝜆 = ?̄?𝜏1/𝜏2 when not considering the Heaviside
function. Through the Heaviside function, the accumulators act as perfect
(opposed to leaky) and independent integrators. Only when the threshold 𝜗 is
reached, the winning choice is stabilized by feedback while all non-winning
choices are inhibited.
These dynamics can again be neurally implemented by means of the NEF
(Fig. 10.2). While for the LCA model a single layer was sufficient, it is best to use
two layers to implement the IA model. The first layer consists of independent
accumulators representing the state variables 𝑥𝑖. This layer projects to the
second layer that performs the computation of ̄𝑥𝑖 (i.e. the Heaviside function).
The second layer projects back to first layer and can be used to read out the
output of the network.
10.3. Comparisons of the WTA networks
The pure analytical description does not tell us which network is better suited
for certain tasks. To compare these networks, I simulate them with an input of
𝑢𝑖 = 𝑢 − 𝑠 (1 − δ1𝑖) + 𝜂𝑖, where 𝑢 is the magnitude of the largest input, 𝑠 > 0 is
the target separation, δ is the Kronecker delta, and 𝜂𝑖 is Gaussian white noise
with a standard deviation of 𝜎. The first input is always set to be the target
and all other inputs are set to be lower by 𝑠 (without loss of generality as we
can reorder the indices). The rationale behind this is that it should present the
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hardest case because every choice is close to the largest input. As 𝑠 → 0, the
problem gets more difficult as the separation to the target shrinks. Note, that 𝑢
determines the general baseline of inputs in addition to the value of the largest
input. Furthermore, it is important to consider the influence of noise 𝜂𝑖 on the
robustness of the decision process.
As the input lists to the CUE model are about ten to twelve items, I compare
the networks for 𝐷 = 10 choices. To make a fair comparison 200 LIF neurons
are used per choice in either model. In the IA model this means, that the
number of neurons is split between the first and second layer. Here I use 150
neurons in the first, and 50 neurons in the second layer. As the first layer
is performing the evidence accumulation it needs to be more accurate and
requires more neural resources. Due to the lower number of neurons in the
output layer, the decoded output has a higher variance. This, however, is not as
relevant as variation of index of the highest output. If all other choices do not
produce an output, the winning choice can still be clearly identified despite
the variance in the decoded output.
Given this basic setup of the comparison, a number of metrics give insight
in the performance of the networks. First, we want the network to reach a clear
decision which I define as exactly one output being above a threshold of 0.15
during the time interval from 1 s to 2 s simulation time, while all other outputs
remain below the threshold. The threshold of 0.15 was chosen as it is usually
sufficient to tell a zero and non-zero signal apart despite spiking noise (except
for very low neuron numbers or firing rates). This metric requires that the
output does not change during the interval as this might cause problems in
downstream networks that operate on the output. Also, with a change in output
it would be unclear which output should be taken as the actual decision. One
thing this metric does not take into account is whether the output corresponds
to the highest input. This, whether a decision is correct, is the second metric.
But note, that in some situations within a larger scale network a wrong, but
clear decision, can be preferable to a decision that tends to be correct, but is
unstable.
Two more metrics are used for all trials that reached a clear decision. The
amount of time taken to fulfill the conditions for a clear decision are considered
as the decision time. It measures how fast the network is obtaining the decision.
Finally, the networks can produce transient outputs unrelated to the final
decision. A downstream network might consider this output as an actual
decision and thus those transient outputs should be as small as possible. The
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Figure 10.3.: Proportion of trials with a clear decision for the LCA network.
The data for correct trials is exactly the same. Each plot shows a
different input magnitude 𝑢 and each curve is for a different target
separation 𝑠. The optimum is marked with the gray horizontal
line and coincides with the performance of the IA network for
clear decisions. Error bars show 95 % confidence intervals.
highest output of a losing choice during the whole simulation is taken as a metric
for this.
10.3.1. Results
Figure 10.3 shows the proportion of trials that the LCA network reaches a clear
decision for different input parameters. The input magnitude 𝑢 must be large
enough to reliably exceed the 0.15 detection threshold under noise. For 𝑢 = 0.2
and even low amounts of noise the network fails to reach a clear decision.
However, it seems that a too large input magnitude decreases performance
as well when we compare the performance for 𝑢 = 0.6 and 𝑢 = 1. Increasing
the noise standard deviation 𝜎 or decreasing the target separation 𝑠, both
decrease the performance as this makes the problem harder. Interestingly, the
IA network does not fail to reach a clear decision in any of these conditions.
Moving on to correct decisions, the LCA network always produced the cor-
rect output given it produced a clear decision. The IA network, may produce
incorrect outputs despite a clear decision (Fig. 10.4). Again, as the problem
gets more difficult either by decreased target separation or increased noise, the
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Figure 10.4.: Proportion of correct trials for the IA network. Each plot shows a
different combination of input magnitude 𝑢 and integration time
constant 𝜏1. Each curve shows a different target separation 𝑠. The
optimum is marked with the gray horizontal line. Error bars show
95 % confidence intervals.
integration time-constant can be increased to integrate evidence over a pro-
longed time period to increase performance on this metric (compare Fig. 10.4b
and c).
This, however, increases the decision times. These tend to be already slower
for the IA network than for the LCA network (Fig. 10.5). Additional noise can
shorten the decision times in the IA network as it increases the likelihood of
an integrator randomly accumulating enough evidence to cross the threshold.
For the LCA network the noise level only has a minor influence on the decision
time and was averaged over in the plot. In other words, noise in the LCA
network influences whether a decision can be reached, but not how long it
takes to reach a decision if one is reached.
Finally, both networks might produce a transient response that gets worse
with increased noise (Fig. 10.6). This is inherent in the LCA network because
the state variables are directly used as output. In the IA network, this transient
response is caused when two accumulators cross the threshold in close temporal
proximity before the inhibition from the first one can silence the remaining
accumulators. By increasing the feedforward time-constant, this transient
response gets reduced as the evidence integration gets slowed down, which
temporally stretches out when accumulators cross the threshold.
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Figure 10.5.: Mean decision times for the (a) LCA and (b) IA network. Data for
the LCA network is shown as depending on the input magnitude 𝑢
and is averaged over all noise levels 𝜎 because noise had a minimal
effect on decision times. Data from the IA network is shown
as depending on the noise standard deviation 𝜎 for two input
magnitudes of 𝑢 = 1 (dashed lines) and 𝑢 = 0.2 (solid lines).
Target separation is indicated by color. Error bars show 95 %
confidence intervals.
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Figure 10.6.: Transient responses (i.e. highest output of a non-winning choice)
for the WTA networks as depending on the noise standard devi-
ation 𝜎. Data from the IA network is shown for two integration
constants. Each curves shows a different target separation 𝑠. Error




Neither network performs better on all metrics. Thus, each is best suited for a
different purpose. In situations where a continuous adjustment of a decision
is necessary, the LCA network is most likely the better choice. Under noisy
conditions it is not necessarily able to produce a stable, clear output, but if a
clear output is obtained, it is always correct. If the input changes, the output
adjusts according to the network’s time constant and allows for continuous
updates. Unfortunately, this also makes the network susceptible to noise.
The IA network is better for a discrete series of decisions. It does not produce
a continuous output, but waits until the evidence integration threshold is
crossed, at which point the network needs to be inhibited to be reset and obtain
another decision. While this produces sequential and discrete decisions, it has
the advantage that evidence can be accumulated over a longer time frame to
average out noise. Depending on the choice of the integration time-constant,
the IA network may either be not as quick or as reliable in identifying the
correct winner as the LCA network. However, it will eventually produce a
clear decision that a downstream network can act on (as long as at least one
input is strictly positive). This can be important in a larger scale model where
stalling a decision indefinitely can result in a breakdown of model behaviour.
Or in other words, sometimes it is better to act on a wrong decision than to
not act at all. For example, in memory recall it might be better to produce a
wrong output and continue to recall the next item than indefinitely be trying
to recall an item that cannot be recalled. It is also worth pointing out that the
IA network allows for dynamic control of the decision speed by adjusting the
𝜗 threshold through a bias input to the second layer.
As mentioned, it is also important to consider the transient outputs of the
network within a larger scale model. Such transient responses are inherent in
the LCA model as the state variable is directly used as an output. One could
pass the output through a thresholding layer, but the right choice of threshold
is not clear, as the output magnitude depends on the input magnitude. If the
threshold is too low, a transient response would be produced even with the
thresholding layer. If it is too high, small inputs might not produce an output
at all. While the IA can also produce transient responses, these can be reduced
to almost zero by a proper selection of the integration time-constant according
to the input magnitude and target separation.
By increasing 𝜏1 → ∞, the IA discrimination ability can be increased without
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bound. This is sometimes used as argument to criticize these sort of models
(e.g., Usher and McClelland 2001), because there is no sensible stopping cri-
terion. However, this does not consider that there might be a cost to taking
more time for a decision. If that cost is included, then there is a trade-off be-
tween accurate decisions and the cost incurred by taking more time to decide.
Furthermore, this argument also assumes perfect integration accuracy, which
an actual neural system cannot have due to neural noise and limited neural
resources.
To summarize these findings, for the recall of items in memory experiments
the IA network is better suited. Such recall requires discrete decisions and
a stable input to downstream motor systems producing the response. Such
a stable input cannot be guaranteed with the LCA network and it proves a
challenge to detect when a recall is completed. Sederberg, Howard, and Kahana
(2008) used the LCA network for modelling the recall, but it is important to
highlight that upon reaching the decision threshold, the state variables were
immediately set back to zero. This is easy to do in a pure math model, but
when transitioning to a full neural model detecting the decision and resetting
the state variables is much more difficult, as it cannot be done instantaneously.
Finally, let us consider biological plausibility briefly. Both networks where
simulated in spiking neurons, which ensures a certain degree of biological
plausibility. Also, accumulation of evidence to a threshold is a well known
finding for neurons in LIP (Gold and Shadlen 2007; P. L. Smith and Ratcliff
2004). Often this is assumed to be a gradual integration, but when looking at
individual trials instead of the trial-average, a distinct step response becomes
evident (Latimer et al. 2015). This matches the output of the second layer
of the IA network. However, both networks have an integration layer with
gradually increasing firing rates, which implies that such neurons should exist
too. Ultimately, it is possible, that the brain employs both networks for different
tasks as they have different strengths and weaknesses.
10.4. Recall network
The recall network in the CUE model is based on the independent accumu-
lator network. Each potentially recallable item is regarded as one choice. An
additional null choice is added to represent a failed recall. This is a stand-in
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Figure 10.7.: Recall network. See text for details.
occurred in the learned list. It is also a way of providing a time-limit on trying
to recall a particular item, and prevents pure noise resulting in a successful
recall of one of the learned list items. The additional choice is fed a constant
signal of 𝜇. Additive Gaussian white noise is applied to each input with zero
mean and a standard deviation of 𝜎 to account for additional processes that
might interfere with the recall process.
Furthermore, the IA network is embedded into further components (Fig. 10.7).
First, items are represented as Semantic Pointers, but the IA network needs
a separate utility value for each potential choice. Thus, the incoming connec-
tion uses the matrix of the Semantic Pointers of all possible list items as a
transform, effectively calculating a dot product between the input signal and
each potential item. These utility values are then rectified to only consider
positive evidence. By subtracting 0.1 from the input utilities provided by the
OSE output, integration of pure noise from a failed short-term memory recall
is prevented.
The IA network does not produce an output during the evidence accumula-
tion phase. It is, however, helpful to have a persistent output of the last recalled
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item (note that this is still different from the output of the LCA network). This
allows for a simpler analysis and can provide potential future downstream
networks with a longer lasting input. To achieve this, the output of the IA
network is routed through a gated memory that is only updated when the IA
network produces an output. As the gated memory stores a Semantic Pointer,
a transform matrix needs to be applied to the IA output to project the choice
back into the Semantic Pointer space. The updating is controlled by inhibiting
the memory gate by default and disinhibiting it (by inhbiting the inhibitory
population) when the IA network produces an output.
Repetition errors are rarely made in recall experiments. Thus, it is necessary
to inhibit already recalled items. However, this inhibition should not happen
immediately as otherwise the recall output would be inhibited too quickly
for the downstream network to act upon. Thus, a two-stage process is used.
First, an initial working memory population gets immediately updated by
feeding in the currently recalled item. This adds the recalled Semantic Pointer
into the representation of items to inhibit. From that representation and the
current recalled item, a dot product is calculated and thresholded at 0.5. Once
the threshold is crossed, the gate to the memory population is inhibited as
the new item should be added into the representation, but not completely
overwrite it. The output of that memory population is fed to a gated memory
that provides the inhibition to recall in the IA. The gate for this memory is
controlled externally and disinhibited once the downstream processing has
completed. Note that the output of that memory population is projected back
into utility values and rectified. This prevents that a negative cosine similarity
with one of the vectors stored in the memory population contributes positive
evidence.
Finally, the recall network needs to be reset if a recall fails to allow it to
continue trying to recall the item for the next position in serial recall. Here
the problem is that if the IA output for a failed recall is directly used to inhibit
the IA network to reset it, this also immediately inhibits the output used for
the inhibition. This does not reliably reset the network as the reset signal is
disabling itself. Thus, the signal is fed to an integrator until a threshold is
reached and then the signal of the integrator is used to provide an inhibitory
pulse to the IA network. The slower decay of the integrator ensures a sufficient
pulse length to restart the recall process.
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11. The complete model
Now we have all the essential components to construct the complete context-
unified encoding (CUE) model.1 Figure 11.1 gives an overview of the informa-
tion flow between the different components, and Table 11.1 states the neuron
count for different model components. The Semantic Pointers 𝒗 for the pre-
sented items are the input to the model and the recalled items ?̂? of the item
recall network are the model output. The part of the model corresponding to
the TCM consists mainly of the 𝑴FC, 𝑴CF, and context networks, whereas OSE
and posi on correspond to the OSE. The posi on network (Section 7.2) stores a
Semantic Pointer 𝒑 indicating the current list position. The position is advanced
by a control signal discussed in the next section. Both the current list item and
position are input to the 𝑴FC and OSE networks.
Within the OSE network, the list item and position Semantic Pointers are
bound together and added into the representation of the current list in a neural
integrator. The inputted position is also used to unbind an item from the list
representation and feed it to the item recall network.
In the 𝑴FC network the superposition of the input item and position (instead
of the binding) is created. This superposition is used to recall the context
previously associated with the item and position and to update the current
context in the context network accordingly. Furthermore, the current context
is fed back to 𝑴FC as a modulatory signal to learn the association from the
current item and position input to the current context. Via the 𝑴CF network, the
context recalls the associated Semantic Pointer and transmits it to the item recall
and posi on recall networks. The current item and position are a modulatory
input to the 𝑴CF network to create the association from the current context to
these Semantic Pointers.
During the recall phase, recalled items and positions are routed back to the
𝑴FC network to recall further items. The recalled position sets the current
1The complete model and evaluation source code is available from https://github.com/
ctn-archive/cue-model.
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Figure 11.1.: General information flow in the CUE model. The routing of infor-
mation depending on the task, and task phase is not shown in this
figure. Thus, not all shown connections are active at all times.
Table 11.1.: Neuron count in the cue model with up to 20 positions (each addi-
tional position adds 120 neurons).
Component Neuron count
LTM (TCM) 205 125
thereof for context 51 225
STM (OSE) 360 000
Position network 2860
Recall networks 189 350
thereof for items 94 875





position in the posi on network to recall that position’s item from the OSE
short-term memory. The recall networks also store recently recalled items in
neural integrators to prevent repetition errors that happen rarely in human
experiments.
11.1. Control
While the general structure of the model is important, the desired model
behaviour can only be achieved by controlling the flow of information ap-
propriately. This control happens on multiple levels. On the highest levels,
the effective connectivity is modified by the general task performed (e.g., an
immediate versus a serial recall task) and the task phase (e.g., presentation
versus recall phase). Below that, certain information routing is done for each
item until it has been stored in memory or for each recall. On the lowest levels,
some control and routing happens within the individual networks of the CUE
model as described in the corresponding sections. For example, the 𝑴FC and
𝑴CF networks inhibit the modulatory signal once a certain association strength
has been reached.
Figure 11.2 shows the information flow during the presentation phase. Parts
of the recall networks and the input to them are inhibited. During the recall
phase, the routing of information depends in part on the type of recall task
as shown in Fig. 11.3. For serial recall, the transmission of the recall network
outputs is inhibited because the recalled item is not supposed to be a cue for
recalling the next item. Instead, the output of the posi on network is used as
a cue. During free recall, instead, the output of 𝑴FC is used to update the
context as usual and the updated context acts as input to the 𝑴CF network.
The main control problem for each item is to regulate the context update
because (as discussed in Section 8.1) this cannot be done based on the context
signal alone, but requires an external control signal. Before the context can be
updated, the new input signal 𝒄IN needs to be present at the network input,
which requires a delay after a new list item has been presented. Accordingly,
as soon as a new item is presented, the context update should be stopped until
that input signal is propagated and the current context has been propagated to
the buffer for the old context in the context network. To achieve this delay, the
Semantic Pointer of the new item is fed into an integrator with a slow synaptic
time constant of 𝜏 = 0.1 s (Fig. 11.4). Between the input Semantic Pointer and
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Figure 11.4.: Generation of control signals from the currently presented or
recalled item.
the output of the integrator a dot product is calculated that slowly increases
towards one. The threshold, obtained with a thresholding ensemble, gives the
required control signal for the presentation phase. During the recall phase,
the logic is inverted. That enables an immediate update of the current context
based on the position provided by the posi on network and last recalled item.
Once an item has been recalled, it is used like a newly presented item and fed to
the integrator and dot product. This provides the signal to transfer the current
context to the secondary buffer after a delay. The thresholded dot product
signal is also used to control three other aspects of the model:
• It is required to enable the learning of associations in the 𝑴FC and 𝑴CF
matrices to prevent the creation of associations before the context has
been updated.
• It is used to provide the control signal to transfer the updated OSE
memory to the secondary memory buffer to allow for the next update.
• The inverted signal is used to gate the transmission of the recalled item in
the recall network to the memory of recalled items preventing repetition
errors.
Special control and information routing is also necessary during the distrac-
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tor tasks or when no list item stimulus is present. Because the distractors are
irrelevant to the task, they are assumed to be not encoded in the hippocampal
long-term memory. Thus, during the distractor phases the error signals for
the association learning are inhibited to prevent the distractors from being
learned. Moreover, the distractors are not part of the learned list and thus
the advancement of the position counter is inhibited. Instead of the position
network output, a different Semantic Pointer indicating an irrelevant position
is routed to networks otherwise receiving the position Semantic Pointer.
Switching of task phases also requires some reconfiguration of the network
state. The start of the recall phase is detected with thresholded differentiators
for serial and free recall (one of them is inhibited). For serial recall the position
network is reset to the first position by exciting the neural ensemble for the
first position and inhibiting all others. At the same time the Semantic Pointer
for the first position is fed to the 𝑴FC network to start of the recall while the
position network is still transitioning to representing the first position. Because
some subjects may use a serial recall strategy even in free recall, models are
configured with probability 𝜓 = 0.1 to perform this serial recall routing even
in free recall (except in the delayed recall condition). In free recall, the position
network is inhibited at the start of recall to base the first recall purely on the
currently active context signal. If later during the free recall process a position
vector is recalled, it may still set the position network to represent that position.
Finally, the recall networks might fail to recall an item (or position) if the
input evidence is too low or too noisy. While these networks will restart the
recall process internally, some global actions are necessary for the failed recall
of items. The context network is provided with a signal to update the current
context to then use the updated context for the next recall attempt. Also, for
serial recall, the position network is provided with a signal to increment the
current position to attempt recalling the next serial position in the list.
11.2. Extension to the Hebb repe on effect
The CUE model as presented so far is unable to reproduce the Hebb repetition
effect. Two different extensions, but both involving an additional type of
learned, weight-based associative memory, make it possible to reproduce the
effect. First, it is possible to learn the direct association between Semantic
Pointers for positions and the presented items with the AML. The associations
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item input 𝒇𝑖+1 𝒇𝑖 ⊛





Figure 11.5.: Extending the CUE model with forward associations.
for the repeated list become stronger than the associations for the other lists
over time. This will bias the recall towards items in that repeated list.
A second alternative, is to learn the association from 𝒇𝑖 ⊛ 𝒑𝑖 to 𝒇𝑖+1, where 𝒇𝑖
and 𝒑𝑖 are the 𝑖-th list item and position vector (Fig. 11.5). This is essentially
learning of foward associations. The binding to the position vector disam-
biguates between lists as 𝒇𝑖 ⊛ 𝒑𝑖 is only the same vector if the same item is
presented in the same position. In the recall phase, a previously recalled item
and its serial position can be used as a cue to support the recall of the next
item with this additional learned association matrix. Besides the networks for
binding and learning the associations, the previous item needs to be stored.
This is done with two chained gated memory networks. When the stimulus
switches, the first memory network still stores the previous stimulus and trans-
mits it to the second memory network. Once the update finished, the gate of
the second memory network gets inhibited while the first memory network is
allowed to receive the current item as input. The required control signal new
item is provided by the rectified dot product in Fig. 11.4. To prevent premature
overwriting of the first memorized item, a secondary dot product inhibiting
that gate is used. The Semantic Pointer for the previous position can be trivially
decoded from the position network.
Furthermore, a weight-decay for the 𝑴CF and 𝑴FC association matrices
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needs to be introduced for either approach. This prevents the weights in these
matrices from growing too large which would induce saturation effects in
other parts of the model. It also prevents previously learned associations from
providing noise overpowering the associations from the current list.
These extensions should have minimal influence on the single-trial CUE
model. The additional learned association matrices use a learning rate much
lower than the 𝑴CF and 𝑴FC matrics. Thus, the single-trial performance is
dominated by those latter matrices. The added decay requires adjustment
of the recall parameters, but will also play a more significant role on longer
timescales, i.e., when new associations are learned after a recall phase, but not
when items are presented in quick succession.
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To validate the CUE model, I matched it against human experimental data of
serial and free recall experiments. The same model architecture was used in all
of these simulations, except for the Hebb repetition effect where the extensions
discussed in the previous sections have been used. Parameter values were
kept constant across conditions as much as possible, but some small changes
were necessary in some instances as noted when results are discussed. The
simulations were designed to replicate the experimental paradigms as closely
as possible. In particular, the list length, item presentation times, delay times,
and recall times were matched to the actual experiments with human subjects.
To model the effect of distractor tasks during delay phases, non-list items
where presented a rate of 𝜙 items per second. These were allowed to influence
the STM component, but learning in the LTM component was disabled as
these items were irrelevant to the main memorization task. This is similar to
how Howard and Kahana (2002) modeled the distractor interval, though in
their case they did not define the distractor rate, but the effective length of the
distractor interval. As I was aiming to match the experimental paradigms as
closely as possible, changing the length of the distractor interval was not an
option.
Unless otherwise noted, 100 simulations with different seeds were run per
experimental condition. This number is sufficient to get clear results with
reasonably small confidence intervals, but still small enough that the simulation
and parameter matching is feasible on a high-performance computing cluster.
The values used for free parameters in the different settings are summarized
in Table 12.1. In addition to these, the context drift parameter was set to
𝛽 = 0.62676 and the OSE short term decay was set to 𝛾 = 0.9775 in all
simulations. These are the values reported as best fitting by Sederberg, Howard,
and Kahana (2008) and Choo (2010) respectively. Some other parameters, like
the OSE scaling 𝜌 for episodic memory and the TCM ratio 𝛾 for updating 𝑴FC,
are not present in the CUE model. The extensions for the Hebb repetition
effect introduced two additional parameters. The learning rate for the direct
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Table 12.1.: Summary of free parameters values for distractor rate 𝜙, probability
𝜓 of using the serial recall strategy, bias of the null choice 𝜇 in
recall, standard deviation of the input noise 𝜎 in recall, and the
AML learning rate 𝜂 for 𝑴CF and 𝑴FC. See text for discussion of
the parameter choices and two additional parameters in the Hebb
repetition condition not listed in the table.
Experimental condition 𝜙/s−1 𝜓 𝜇 𝜎 𝜂
Serial recall
Immediate — 1 0.04 0.009 10
w/o STM — 1 0.04 0.009 10
w/o LTM — 1 0.03 0.015 10
Free recall
Immediate — 0.1 0.04 0.015 10
Delayed 0.4 0 0.0325 0.015 10
Continuous distractor 0.3 0.1 0.03 0.009 10
Scopolamine
Placebo — 0.1 0.02 0.015 10
Scopolamine — 0.1 0.02 0.015 0.1
Hebb repetition — 1 0.015 0.009 10
or forward associations was set 0.05 or 0.25 respectively. The decay rate for
the 𝑴CF and 𝑴FC weights was set to 0.999 973 176 which corresponds to a
decay to about 0.2 of the original weight over a period of 60 s with a simulation
timestep of 1 ms. This decay required adjusting the bias of the null choice to
𝜇 = 0.015.
12.1. Serial recall
In serial recall participants are asked to recall items in the same order as they
were presented. In an experiment presented by Jahnke (1968), lists of ten items
were presented at the rate of one item per second and recalled immediately by
the 96 subjects. Figure 12.1 shows the serial position curve for the experimental
and model data and the distribution of transposition errors averaged over all
serial positions. In both cases the serial position curve shows a clear primacy
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Figure 12.1.: Serial position curve (left) and transpositions (right) for the serial
recall of a 10 item list with the CUE model. The experimental
data from Jahnke (1968) is shown for comparison in the serial po-
sition curve (blue squares). The error bars show 95 % confidence
intervals.
and recency effect. The model predictions are statistically indistinguishable
from the human data as all confidence intervals overlap. While Jahnke (1968)
did not provide the transposition data, the model qualitatively matches the
transposition gradients reported elsewhere (e.g., Henson 1996). In general, few
transposition errors are made, but for those that occur, transpositions of nearby
items are more likely than transpositions of distant items.
The model allows selective disabling of the recall from the STM or LTM
component. Doing so, with appropriate adjustment of the recall noise level
to account for the reduced evidence input, shows that the primacy effect is
mediated by the LTM, while the recency effect depends on the STM (Fig. 12.2).
The recall performance without the LTM contribution is also much worse. This
might be the case either because the input to the recall network might need
further adjustment or because no rehearsal mechanism is modelled, resulting
in drift of the OSE integrator.
12.2. Free recall
While the order of recall is predetermined in serial recall, in free recall list items
may be recalled in any order. Here, I provide the model match to the data from
Howard and Kahana (1999), which has also been used in the original fits of
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Figure 12.2.: Serial position curves when either (a) STM recall or (b) LTM recall
is disabled in the model. The error bars show 95 % confidence
intervals.
the TCM model in Howard and Kahana (2002) and Sederberg, Howard, and
Kahana (2008). Three experimental conditions are matched: immediate recall,
delayed recall, and continuous distractor recall.
In the immediate free recall condition, list items are presented at a rate of
one item every second. After the presentation phase, a recall phase of 45 s fol-
lowed immediately. This protocol is changed to a presentation rate of one item
every 1.2 s and a recall phase of 60 s in the delayed and continuous distractor
conditions. In both of these latter conditions, the presentation and recall phase
are separated by a 16 s distractor task. In addition, in the continuous distractor
conditions such a 16 s distractor phase is inserted in between every pair of
items. A list length of twelve items is used in all conditions. The experimental
data was obtained from 65 subjects presented with 25 lists each for the imme-
diate recall condition, and from 16 subjects presented with 15 lists each for the
remaining conditions.
Four resulting metrics from the model and experimental data are shown in
Fig. 12.3. First, the distribution of the total number of successful recalls is shown.
To my knowledge, this data has not been analyzed for the original TCM model,
even though it is arguably the most fundamental comparison. In all conditions,
the 95 % confidence intervals of the mean, standard deviation, and kurtosis
overlap with the exception of the kurtosis in the immediate recall condition.
Thus, no significant difference for the most essential moments is shown, which
indicates that the model approximates the experimental distributions well,
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even though an equality of the distributions cannot be inferred.
Second, the serial position curves are given. The strong recency effect in
immediate recall is attenuated in delayed recall, but reappears to some degree
in continuous distractor recall. Interestingly, the recency effect in immediate
recall gives the curve an S-like shape that is missing in continuous distractor
recall.
Third, these effects also show in the probability of first recall. In immediate
recall, the first recall is, with high probability, from the end of the list, whereas
in delayed recall the probability is much more uniform. In continuous distractor
recall, the probability to start the recall at the end of the list is partially restored.
Finally, the conditional response probability (CRP) gives the probability
of how much lag there is between the positions of two recalled items. For
example, the asymmetry in immediate recall shows the bias to do forward
recall and the peak around zero that nearby items tend to be recalled together.
Both of these effects become attenuated in delayed and continuous distractor
recall. In delayed free recall, the model predicts a stronger forward bias than
the experimental data shows.
The model provides an excellent fit on most measures. The confidence
intervals of 101 of the 108 data points overlap. This amounts to less than
7 % confidence intervals that do not overlap, while about 5 % are expected to
be non-overlapping by pure chance given a 95 % confidence level. The most
salient deviation of the model and experimental data is observed in the CRP
curve for the delayed recall condition. The model predicts a slightly higher
forward bias than is actually found.
12.3. Scopolamine
A spiking neural network model allows the investigation of the effects of drugs
more readily than a pure mathematical model. I demonstrate this here with
the acetylcholine antagonist scopolamine. Administered before the presen-
tation phase in an immediate recall experiment, scopolamine is detrimental
to recall performance (Ghoneim and Mewaldt 1975). However, scopolamine
administered in between the presentation and recall phase does not influence
performance. This indicates that scopolamine prevents encoding of new mem-
ories in LTM, but does not prevent recall of already encoded memories. More
precisely, scopolamine has been shown to attenuate long-term potentiation in
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Figure 12.3.: Comparison of experimental and model free recall data. The
columns show the immediate, delayed, and continuous distractor
conditions. The rows show from top to bottom: distribution of
the number of successful recalls (mean marked by vertical line),
serial positions curves, probability of first recall, and the condi-
tional response probability. The error bars show 95 % confidence
intervals. Experimental data by Howard and Kahana (1999).
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Figure 12.4.: Serial position curve with a scopolamine injection predicted by
the CUE model. The error bars show 95 % confidence intervals.
hippocampus (Leung et al. 2003; Ito, Miura, and Kadokawa 1988; Hirotsu et al.
1989).
To model the effect of scopolamine on LTP, I adjusted the AML learning rate
for learning the 𝑴CF and 𝑴FC matrices. With this approach the experimental
results obtained by Ghoneim and Mewaldt (1975) from 36 subjects (8 trials
each) are reproduced. I focus here on the immediate recall experiment with
16 item word lists. The simulation protocols were again modeled to replicate
the experimental settings, with a presentation time of two seconds per item.
To obtain a similar effect, the normal AML learning rate was used before the
time point of scopolamine injection and in placebo trials. After the time point
of scopolamine injection it was set to 0.1.
Ghoneim and Mewaldt (1975) reported a recall accuracy of 77.92 ± 4.94 %
(mean ± standard error) in the placebo condition and a recall accuracy of
31.67 ± 2.28 % in the scopolamine condition. The model produces recall accu-
racies of 74.18 ± 1.08 % and 37.94 ± 0.99 % respectively. Moreover, the serial
position curve for the scopolamine condition shows no primacy effect, but a
recency effect (Fig. 12.4).
12.4. Hebb repe on effect
To model the Hebb repetition effect, the extensions described in Section 11.2


























Figure 12.5.: Experimental and model data showing the Hebb repetition effect.
Nine item lists were presented and one list was repeated on every
third trial. From left to right: experimental data (Hebb 1961),
model data with direct learning of position to item associations,
and model data with learning of forward associations. The error
bars show 95 % confidence intervals (no confidence intervals were
provided for the experimental data).
A total of 25 model instances, equivalent to the 25 experimental subjects, were
run for 24 consecutive trials each. Each trial consisted of a nine item list (of the
digits from one to nine in random order) and starting with the third trial every
third list was identical.
While the model performance seems slightly worse overall, the qualitive
Hebb repetititon effect is reproduced (Fig. 12.5). In both the experimental and
all sets of model data, the number of correct recalls increases by about two to
three items on the repeated list.
12.5. Memory encoding
As a spiking neural network model, the CUE model allows the recording of
spikes and examination of changes in neural firing (Fig. 12.6). The distribution
of active neurons changes for the STM neurons with each item, with a delay of
about 250 ms to encode the new item. When no new item is present, persistent
neural firing preserves the firing pattern. Similar behaviour is observed for
neurons encoding the current context signal that gets updated with about a
































Figure 12.6.: Memory encoding in the CUE model. From top to bottom: weights
encoding 𝑴CF in LTM, spiking activity of a subset of STM neurons,
and spiking activity of a subset of neurons encoing the context


























Figure 12.7.: Change in similarity of the context population vector with recency.
weights that change for each list item to encode the newly learned associations.
Folkerts, Rutishauser, and Howard (2018) recorded from the medial temporal
lobe of epilepsy patients and found that the population activity vector exhibits
a neural recency effect. The similarity of the population vector decreases with
lag between presented items. A similar analysis can be done in the CUE model
by recording spikes from the context component of the model. The population
vector is given by the average firing rates during the presentation window
of each item in a list. A decline in similarity qualitatively similar to Folkerts,
Rutishauser, and Howard (2018), when comparing to less recent population
vectors, can be found as shown in Fig. 12.7. The absolute similarity values
are higher than reported in the experimental data which can be attributed
to the possibility of specifically recording from the neurons responsible for
representing the context, whereas experimentally many unrelated neurons
will be included in the analysis.
Furthermore, Ninokura, Mushiake, and Tanji (2003) identified neurons with
activity selective to the serial order of items in the lateral prefrontal cortex
of monkeys. Using permutations of a three item list, analogous to Ninokura,
Mushiake, and Tanji (2003), similar neurons can be found among the STM
neurons of the CUE model (Fig. 12.8). Besides neurons selective to a single
permutation of items that fire persistently during the delay period, some neu-
rons appear selective for one permutation and either increase or decrease their
firing rate during the delay period. Some neurons are selective for multiple
sequences. Figure 12.8d shows a neuron that responds to sequences starting
with ZY, but also the sequence XYZ. Finally, many neurons are much more
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complex in their responses and cannot easily be assigned a specific preferred
stimulus sequence (no figure shown).
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Figure 12.8.: Firing rate of selected STM neurons, smoothed with a Gaussian
filter with a standard deviation of 25 ms, in response to permuta-
tions of a three item list. Analogous to Ninokura, Mushiake, and
Tanji (2003), each list item was presented for 0.5 s preceded by 1 s
delays. The presentation of all items was followed by a 1.5 s delay
period. The presentation intervals for the second and third item
are marked with the vertical lines.
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In this thesis, I presented the context-unified encoding (CUE) model. To my
knowledge, it is the first spiking neural network model of human memory
that integrates activity-based short-term memory and weight-based long-term
memory. The same model matches a variety of behavioural data from serial
and free recall experiments, but in contrast to previous models provides a
hypothesis of a neural mechanistic explanation.
The CUE model exhibits many of the hallmark findings in memory research.
It shows the primacy and recency effect in immediate serial and free recall.
These effects get attenuated in delayed free recall, but in continuous distractor
free recall the recency effect reappears. Furthermore, the model was found
to make very few transposition errors in serial recall, and if it does so nearby
items are transposed. In the free recall conditions, the model tends to start with
items at the end of the list, recall nearby items together, and favour recall in
forward direction. Introducing delays and distractors attenuates these effects.
All of these observations match the findings from experiments with human
subjects.
Not only are these qualitative effects reproduced, but also the quantitative
match to the data is very good. Only few significant differences, close to
the number of differences expected by chance, were found. One of these
differences is worth considering in more detail: the model predicts a too strong
forward bias in delayed free recall with both the lag 1 and 2 values of the CRP
curve being significantly above the experimentally found values. Interestingly,
this is also highlighted as the least well matched aspect in the original TCM
(Howard and Kahana 2002). While in that publication the TCM prediction is
closer to the experimental data, the TCM prediction from a more recent paper
(Sederberg, Howard, and Kahana 2008) is closer to the CUE model prediction.
This makes it likely that the difference is not based on pure statistical chance,
but that both the TCM and CUE model do not capture an essential aspect of
memory, potentially related to the evolution of the context signal, that leads
to reduced forward bias in delayed free recall. It remains for future work,
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to precisely identify the reason for this mismatch and to extend the model.
Despite Farrell and Lewandowsky (2008) criticizing the TCM for being unable
to simultaneously match the probability of first recall and CRP curves, (but see
Howard, Sederberg, and Kahana 2009), the CUE model matches both forms
of the data simultaneously. It also uses contextual evolution during the recall
process in all simulations addressing another criticism.
Extending the CUE model with slow learning of either direct position to
item associations or forward associations allowed the reproduction of the Hebb
repetition effect qualitatively. The involvement of such secondary learning
should be considered a model prediction, as the effect could not be obtained
without this extension. Modelling the Hebb repetition effect also extends the
model to effects across multiple trials of memory experiments. This is done by
only few memory models, in particular, neither the OSE, nor the TCM model
attempted to match this kind of data.
As opposed to pure math models, the implementation as a spiking neural
network allows the comparison and validation of the model against data from
neural recordings in addition to the behavioural data. Neurons sensitive to
the serial order of items and a neural recency effect could be found. Both
findings have also been reported in experimental data. In Section 9.6, it was
demonstrated that the proposed mechanism of association learning is able
to explain neural data. Unfortunately, neural data recorded from humans in
memory experiments is still scarce, because invasive recordings can only be
done when such recordings are required for medical reasons. Nevertheless,
implementing models with spiking neurons is worthwhile for several other
reasons, despite the more complicated model construction and increased sim-
ulation times. Drug effects, like scopolamine, can be more readily modelled,
as was done with CUE model (though I note that Hasselmo and Wyble 1997
did address the effects of scopolamine with more detail). Also a higher degree
of biological plausibility is achieved as one is forced to consider, for example,
spiking noise and synaptic time constants. This prevents common assumptions
like arbitrary precision or perfectly orthogonal vectors made in many math
models, and forces the consideration of dynamics.
The spiking neural implementation also helps to constrain many parameter
values. Synaptic time constants, membrane time constants, and similar cellu-
lar physical quantities can be set to biologically plausible values reported in
experimental findings. These are fixed parameters that have not been adjusted
for matching the behavioural data. Similarly, as in the NEF, most connection
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weights are directly determined by least-squares minimization to implement
a given function determined by the prescribed model architecture, hence the
connection weights are fixed as well. This leaves the model with very few free
parameters.
To match the immediate serial recall, only two parameters were adjusted:
the bias of the null choice 𝜇 and the input noise standard deviation 𝜎 in recall.
Both account for the fact that the recall network was restricted to recalling the
items used within the memory experiment, while in reality a number of other
items might interfere with the recall process. For free recall experiments, one
additional parameter 𝜓 is added that determines the probability of using the
serial recall strategy even for free recall. (For serial recall, a fixed value of 𝜓 = 1
is implied as no free recall is allowed.) Furthermore, in experiments with delay
periods, a distractor rate 𝜙 needs to be set. To simulate the effect of scopo-
lamine the AML learning rate 𝜂 was adjusted. However, in non-scopolamine
conditions, it was treated as a fixed parameter and set to a value high enough
to learn associations until the threshold for inhibition was achieved within
the presentation duration. Even higher values would not have any effect as
long as it does not largely exceed the inverse of the synaptic time delay of the
inhibition. Lastly, only two additional parameters (weight decay rate and a
separate learning rate) were introduced by the model extension to the Hebb
repetition effect.
While few free parameters are desirable with respect to model parsimony,
they should also be assigned similar values to model-related experimental
conditions. This is mostly the case for the CUE model. The bias of the null
choice in recall ranges from 0.03 to 0.04 and values get monotonically smaller
as the task difficulty increases with additional delays. This corresponds to
plausible longer recall attempts in more difficult experimental conditions. Only
a small difference is also observed in the distractor rates (0.3 to 0.4) and the
probability of using a serial recall strategy (zero for delayed recall and 0.1 in all
other free recall conditions). However, the noise standard deviation 𝜎 in recall
differs by a factor of more than 1.5 without a clear relation to the experimental
condition. It is hard to hypothesize potential reasons for this difference as the
parameter is accounting for things not explicitly modeled in recall.
It is also of interest how robust the model is against parameter changes. I
have not done a formal analysis of this because the model simulation times are
prohibitive. However, this also means that only a small set of parameter values
without a lot of fine tuning has been tested (less than 200 combinations summed
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over all experimental conditions). Given that finding the right parameters with
few simulations is less likely if the model were highly sensitive to the parameter
choice, a sufficient robustness to the exact choice of parameter values can be
expected.
The CUE model is based on prior models of memory, but improves on them
in important ways. With regard to the OSE model, two main advancements
can be stated. First, the episodic memory buffer has been replaced with a much
more plausible long-term memory mechanism that relies on synaptic-weight
changes rather than reverberating neural activity. Second, the CUE model
also implements the mechanism providing the position tags fully in spiking
neurons.
Implementing a long-term memory component based on the TCM in a spik-
ing neural network provides a strong support for the biological plausibility of
the TCM that previously was missing. Certain simplifications of the TCM equa-
tions in this process to facilitate this implementation highlight which aspects
of the TCM are essential and which do not contribute to the explanation of the
data. In particular, it also shows that certain assumptions, like perfectly orthog-
onal vectors, useful in the mathematical analysis, are not essential. In addition,
the modified TCM has been extended with a short-term memory component in
the CUE model. While the TCM has been posited as a single-store model, this
has been criticized (Davelaar et al. 2008). The CUE model demonstrates that
treating the TCM as part of a multi-store model is not unreasonable, provides
good matches to the free recall data, and in addition allows matches to serial
recall data. Finally, the recall process in the TCM has been replaced with a
more plausible spiking neural mechanism (Chapter 10). Existing versions of
the TCM used either the much more abstract Luce’s choice rule with unclear
biological plausibility, or a competitive queueing mechanism that has been
shown to be not in accordance with experimental data (Davelaar 2007).
In the broader context of memory models, the CUE model is unique as
providing a low-level spiking network implementation, but matching high-level
behavioural data. This includes the recall process that is not explicitly modeled
in many other models. Furthermore, due to the item based context, there is no
reinstantiation problem found in most context-based memory models.
A key part of the CUE model is the association matrix learning rule. It
provides insight into how one-shot learning without catastrophic forgetting is
possible. Several options and their biological plausibility of how this learning
rule might be realized in the brain have been discussed in Chapter 9. The
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main point there is that either some form of weight-sharing or symmetric
decoder matrix is needed, or the input needs to be transformed into a sparse
representation. The dentate gyrus of the hippocampus exhibits such sparse
firing and is implicated in associative learning, giving support to the latter
hypothesis. However, I also provided evidence that a symmetric decoder matrix
might be learned in a biological plausible way. Moreover, using the AML for
learning simple pairwise associations, allows the reproduction of changes in
firing rates that have been observed in recordings from human hippocampus.
These results are not only of interest for the CUE and TCM models, but many
other cognitive models that assume the storage of associations in a similar
association matrix without further explanation of how these associations are
learned.
One potential criticism of the CUE model could target the method of position
counting (Section 7.2). Only a limited number of positions can be represented,
even though this number can be configured as large as permitted by neural
resources. If the number of positions is exceeded, the representation can be
made to wrap around back to the first position. Thus, the model does not
need to fail catastrophically, but a specific pattern of recall errors could be
introduced by encoding different sequences of items to the same positions.
However, an experimental test of such predictions will be hard, as long lists are
likely required, and thus for most positions no item is recalled above chance.
It is worth highlighting that the position counting network in the CUE model
can be replaced easily to test other hypotheses. But it seems unlikely that the
limited number of positions can be eliminated completely, because there will
always be a limited number of almost orthogonal Semantic Pointers that fit
into a vector space of given dimensionality.
13.1. Anatomical mapping
Given that the CUE model is neural, it is of interest to consider how the parts
of the model map to brain areas. Howard, Fotedar, et al. (2005) proposed a
mapping of the TCM model to brain areas that applies to a large degree also
to the TCM-based part of the CUE model. There are, however, some details
to be reconsidered, and the OSE-based STM part of the model has not been
discussed.
The medial temporal lobe (MTL) is known to be essential for free recall.
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Damage to the MTL is detrimental to free recall performance (Graf, Squire,
and Mandler 1984). Thus, we can assume that the TCM-related parts of the
model reside in the MTL.
More precisely, the context storage network can be mapped onto parahip-
pocampal areas, in particular the entorhinal cortex (EC). Its properties are
consistent with the storage of non-spatial memories for tens of seconds. In
delay periods, stimulus dependent persistent activity can be observed (Suzuki,
Miller, and Desimone 1997; Young et al. 1997). Quirk et al. (1992) showed
EC has a higher mean firing rate than hippocampus, which is not caused by
short bursts, and is thus compatible with the sustained maintenance of neural
firing. Also, the electrophysiological properties of the EC support integra-
tion (Egorov et al. 2002). These findings are, however, based on intrinsic cell
properties, whereas the CUE model uses recurrent connectivity for integration
instead. Note that the context network also contains integration ensembles
that maintain the context signal over the timespan of seconds.
While the EC firing is modulated to some degree by the item position, this
coding is more noisy than in the hippocampus (Quirk et al. 1992). This indicates
that EC codes for additional information. L. M. Frank, E. N. Brown, and Wilson
(2000) have shown that superficial EC employs retrospective coding, i.e., that it
differentiates visits to the same position by the history leading up to that visit.
This is consistent with a context signal encoding the history of items leading
up to the current item.
The other major components to map to brain structures are related to the
learning and retrieval of associations in the 𝑴FC and 𝑴CF matrices. Howard,
Fotedar, et al. (2005) stated that the 𝑴FC matrix might not be implemented
by a single anatomical region due to its complicated structure. However, the
updating equation for 𝑴FC in the CUE model has been simplified, which
makes the correspondence to a single region more plausible. The learning
of new associations in these matrices is attributed to the hippocampus by
Howard, Fotedar, et al. (2005). This is consistent with the results about the
AML presented in Chapter 9.
The CUE model provides a more detailed description of the updating of the
association matrices due to the neural implementation by means of the AML.
The learning network has recurrent connectivity to inhibit the learning once an
association has been learned with the desired strength. Recurrent connectivity
is also found in the CA3 region of hippocampus. Furthermore, CA3 receives
input via the dentate gyrus and directly from entorhinal cortex, which could
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correspond to separate transmission pathways for the associated cue and target.
Interestingly, the AML highlighted the need to incorporate the decoder matrix
𝑫⊤ into the connections. While I have shown it might be plausible that this
connectivity is learned, the matrix could be reduced to the identity if the input
ensemble were to provide orthogonalized inputs. The dentate gyrus, providing
input to CA3, is commonly assumed to perform such orthogonalization given
its large neuron count, sparse firing, and neurogenesis (e.g., Boss et al. 1987;
Jung and McNaughton 1993; Piatti, Ewell, and J. K. Leutgeb 2013). Thus,
while the CUE model does not explicitly model the dentate gyrus (which is a
significant research problem in itself), the learning rule used at least provides
a principled reason for its existence.
Further evidence for this neuroanatomical mapping can be obtained from
the connectivity between hippocampus and EC. The superficial EC provides
input to hippocampus, but does not receive direct input for hippocampus
(Witter 2010). In contrast to that, the deep layers of EC receive input from
hippocampus and might be relevant for recall, especially the recall of pre-
experimental context. This is consistent with the connectivity in the model
where the context network projects to the association matrix learning network
attributed to hippocampus. The learning network for 𝑴FC also projects back
to an ensemble recalling the prior context before it gets combined in a different
ensemble.
The short-term memory related components of the CUE model can be as-
sumed to correspond to cortical areas, in particular the prefrontal cortex. The
prefrontal cortex has been found to be involved in working memory tasks in
many studies (e.g., Goldman-Rakic 1995; Owen 1997).
13.2. Op mally fuzzy temporal memory
Shankar and Howard (2013) proposed a mathematical model of an optimally
fuzzy temporal memory. According to them it can replace the context signal in
the TCM (Howard, Shankar, et al. 2015). Thus it could also be relevant to the
CUE model, but I argue below that a spiking neural version of this memory is
unlikely to work without an implausible number of neurons.
The fuzzy temporal memory is constructed with the aim of representing past
values of a function 𝑓 (𝑡) with a scale-free fall off in accuracy. Note that multiple
such fuzzy temporal memories could be combined to represent a vector-valued
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function as needed for the context signal in the TCM or CUE models. The
memory itself consists of a set of independent, leaky accumulators given by
the differential equation
d𝑐𝑖(𝑡)
d𝑡 = −𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑖(𝑡) + 𝑓 (𝑡) (13.1)
where 𝑠𝑖 are decay constants. This set of integrators is essentially computing a
Laplace transform. To readout the memory, the Laplace transform is inverted






where 𝑫𝑘 is a square matrix that computes the 𝑘-th discrete derivative with
respect to 𝑠. The reconstructed ̂𝑓𝑡(𝑡 + 𝑡∗𝑖 ) = [𝑳−1𝑘 𝒄(𝑡)]𝑖 with 𝑡
∗
𝑖 = −𝑘/𝑠𝑖 < 0
estimates the values of 𝑓 at times 𝑡 + 𝑡∗𝑖 in the past. The reconstruction becomes
more accurate as 𝑘 → ∞.
Shankar and Howard (2013) derive a signal to noise ratio, but use the magni-
tude of a delta impulse input to do so. As the magnitude of a delta impulse
is infinite in the limit, the signal to noise ratio also grows without bound for
𝑘 → ∞. However, it is physically impossible to deliver a perfect delta impulse.
Instead it is more appropriate to analyze the steady state response for a fixed
input 𝑓 (𝑡) = 𝑢. In the context of the NEF, 𝑢 = 1 can be assumed without loss of
generality because any change in the magnitude 𝑢 requires a matched change
in the representational radius 𝑟 which will also scale the absolute error, keeping
the relative error the same. The steady state of the leaky integrators is then
given by 𝑐𝑖(𝑡) = 𝑠−1𝑖 . This implies that NEF ensembles representing 𝑐𝑖 should
use a radius of 𝑟 = 𝑠−1𝑖 .






where 𝛿𝑠𝑖 = 𝑠𝑖 − 𝑠𝑖−1. When following their proposal for optimal spacing of
the 𝑠𝑖 by picking 𝑡∗𝑖 = (1 + 𝜈)𝑖−1𝑡∗1 for some constant 𝜈 > 0, it follows that
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Note that this amplification is not independent of 𝑡∗𝑖 = −𝑘/𝑠𝑖, but increases
as 𝑡∗ → 0. This can be seen easily when adding some Gaussian noise to all 𝑐𝑖
before the reconstruction as done in Fig. 13.1a. It also refutes that “the signal
to noise ratio will remain constant over all timescales” (Shankar and Howard
2013); a statement based on the assumption of a perfect delta impulse. However,
as stated above, NEF ensembles should use a radius of 𝑟 = 𝑠−1𝑖 which scales
the noise by the same factor and thus indeed leads to a constant amplification





Figure 13.2a shows this amplification for different parameter values. When both
𝜈 and 𝑘 are chosen large enough, noise will actually be attenuated. However,
this also increases the timescale (Fig. 13.2b) and as such there is a trade-off
between the time resolution of the memory and noise amplification. This
increase in timescale is given by
𝜏𝑖(𝜈) = −(1 + 𝜈)
𝑘𝑡∗𝑖 (13.6)
and is caused by the discrete approximation of the derivative that relies on
unequally spaced 𝑠𝑖−𝑘 to 𝑠𝑖+𝑘 for the reconstruction of ̂𝑓𝑡(𝑡+𝑡∗𝑖 ) and is dominated
by 𝑡∗𝑖+𝑘 (Appendix D.1).
Based on these equations, the total number of neurons 𝑁tot required can be
estimated as (Appendix D.2)
𝑁tot(𝑡∗1, 𝑘) = 𝑁𝑑 𝑔2𝜂,NEF(𝜈, 𝑘) (𝑀 + 2𝑘) (13.7)
𝑀 ≥
log(𝑡∗max/𝑡∗1)
log(1 + 𝜈) (13.8)
𝜈 ≤ 𝑘√−𝜏1/𝑡∗1 − 1 (13.9)
where 𝑁 is the number of neurons to represent a single dimension with suffi-
cient accuracy (before the effect of the noise amplification), 𝑑 is the dimension-
ality of the input signal, 𝑀 gives the number of required leaky integrators, 𝜏1
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(b) Added Gaussian noise scaled by si
Figure 13.1.: Examples of the effect of noise in the leaky integrators 𝑐𝑖 of the
fuzzy temporal memory on the reconstruction ̂𝑓. (a) Gaussian
noise with mean zero and a constant standard deviation is added
to the output of all integrators. (b) Gaussian noise with mean zero
and standard deviation scaled by 𝑠−1𝑖 is added to the output of all
integrators.
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Figure 13.2.: (a) Noise amplification 𝑔𝜂,NEF in the fuzzy temporal memory. (b)
Timescale 𝜏1 for the 𝑡∗1 reconstruction of the fuzzy temporal mem-
ory.
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gives the desired smallest timescale, and 𝑡∗max gives the desired timespan of the
fuzzy memory. Assuming that the fuzzy temporal memory is to be used for the
TCM context signal, 𝜏1 ≤ 1 s and 𝑡∗max ≥ 10 s are reasonable choices because
ten item lists with a presentation rate one item per second are typical for the
memory experiments matched in this work. Furthermore, 𝑁 = 50 and 𝑑 = 64
can be used as conservative estimates. Using 50 neurons with maximum firing
rates between 200 s−1 to 400 s−1 is sufficient to read out the represented value,
but not very precisely. This default range of firing rates is much higher than
firing rates typically observed in vivo. Thus, the actual required number of
neurons can be expected to be higher. A dimensionality of 𝑑 = 64 is also on
the lower end to be able to fit sufficiently many almost orthogonal vectors into
the space. The CUE model uses four times as much, 𝑑 = 256, dimensions.
Ultimately, the choice of 𝑁 and 𝑑 has only a minor influence on the results
as they are just linear factors while the required number of neurons grows
exponentially for |𝑡∗1|, 𝑘 → ∞. The results for this choice of parameter values
is shown in Fig. 13.3. For most parameter combinations, the number of about
13 × 106 neurons in the entorhinal cortex (West and Slomianka 1998), assumed
to be the locus of the CUE/TCM context signal, and even the number of about
86 × 109 neurons in the human brain (Azevedo et al. 2009) is far exceeded. For
an implementation with a realistic limit on the neuron number, |𝑡∗1|, but also 𝑘,
needs to be sufficiently small.
Unfortunately, choosing small |𝑡∗1| and 𝑘 is also problematic. The error of the
approximate inversion of the Laplace transform with Post’s formula converges
only at a rate of 1/𝑘 (Vu Kim Tuan and Dinh Thanh Duc 2000). Shankar and
Howard (2013) also comment themselves that 𝑡∗1 needs to be kept sufficiently
far from zero as it introduces a relative error in the order of 𝑂(𝑘3𝜈2/96𝑡∗21 ) in
the construction of the activity of 𝑐𝑖.
In conclusion, the fuzzy temporal memory has only a small parameter space
that allows an implementation with feasible neural resources due to noise
sensitivity. This parameter space suffers from large relative errors unrelated to
noise in the approximation of the inverse Laplace transform with Post’s formula
and discretized derivative. Currently, it is not clear whether these non-noise
related errors are sufficiently small to allow the fuzzy temporal memory to be
used as a context signal in the CUE model. At the same time it would require
an increased number of neurons compared to the current implementation
as each dimension requires a set of leaky integrators, i.e. additional values
have to be stored for each dimension. In comparison, the context network for
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Figure 13.3.: Number of neurons required to implement a fuzzy temporal
memory with a lower timescale of 𝜏1 = 1 s and a timespan of
𝑡∗max = 10 s. The white contours give the approximate number
of neurons in the human entorhinal cortex (13 × 106) and human
brain (86 × 109). See text for further details.
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256 dimensional vectors uses only 51 225 neurons, and even when adjusting by
a factor of 10, this is many fewer neurons than found in the human entorhinal
cortex.
Apart from this theoretical argument, it might be possible to differentiate
experimentally between the context representation used in the CUE model and
the fuzzy temporal memory. With the fuzzy memory, the context representa-
tion gets updated continuously, whereas in the CUE model the context signal
is subject to discrete updates for each presented item. Such discrete changes in
the firing pattern could potentially be detected if such discrete updates are not
too fine grained. A related prediction of the fuzzy temporal memory is that
the context signal will depend on presentation and inter-stimulus intervals
which should have an effect on the contiguity in recall if their length is varied
within a trial.
13.3. Advances in large-scale cogni ve modeling
The primary objectives of building the CUE model lead to a number of ad-
vances in large-scale cognitive modeling that are worth summarizing, even
though not all have been presented as part of this thesis. Most importantly, opti-
mizations for high-dimensional representations in neural networks (Chapter 6;
Gosmann and Eliasmith 2016). These allow the use of fewer neurons in such
models, which ultimately allows more complex networks to be built without
prohibitively long simulation times. A similar benefit is the improved product
network (Gosmann 2015), as the calculation of products is often required, for
example for the implementation of circular convolution. Also a significant
improvement to simulation times was achieved by the implementation of an
optimization procedure in the Nengo simulator (Gosmann and Eliasmith 2017).
Chapter 5 described a new method for binding Semantic Pointers, the vector-
derived transformation binding. Even though it has not been used in the CUE
model yet, it might provide a more precise binding and unbinding. Finally, the
independent accumulator network described in Section 10.2 might not only be
useful in recall, but for other large-scale models requiring clear decisions as




To summarize, the context-unified encoding model advances our understand-
ing of human memory by matching human behavioural data using an im-
plementation grounded in a spiking neural network. The difficult task of
building a spiking neuron model of this scale also led to a number advances
in large-scale cognitive modeling in general, such as high-dimensional neural
representations with reduced noise. Despite this, the CUE model is only a
first step in the integration of neural and behavioural data as well as the un-
derstanding the interaction of short- and long-term memory. Much more data
from memory experiments exists that could be matched, and can be used to
highlight where the CUE model is wrong or needs to be extended. One such
aspect that was already evident is the strength of the forward recall bias in
delayed free recall. Future work could also focus on mapping the long-term
memory components more precisely onto hippocampal structures and cellular
properties in the relevant regions. In particular, introducing sparsification with
a dentate gyrus model could improve the biological plausibility of the AML.
The sequences that the CUE model can memorize are much simpler than
the richness of actual human memory. But they have been proven useful in
psychology to investigate basic properties of memory. Also, many forms of
memory can be understood as a sequence: episodic memory is essentially a
sequence of events or a sequence of left and right turns might be necessary
to navigate from one place to another. Thus, the model is relevant to our
understanding despite the relative simplicity of modelled tasks.
Finally, the CUE model, in the broader context of large scale cognitive mod-
eling, could provide an excellent extension to the Spaun model. A proper
long-term memory component is missing from this model so far, despite being
essential for cognition. The CUE model itself could also benefit from such an
integration, as Spaun’s ability to perform multiple tasks would allow to model
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A. Deriva on of the cosine similarity
distribu on
Proof. A straight-forward way to derive the cosine similarity distribution is to
use a result by Cai, Fan, and Jiang (2013). Theorem 1 states that the probability
density of the angles 𝜃 between independent 𝑑-dimensional vectors is given by
ℎ(𝜃) = 𝐾𝑑 ⋅ (sin 𝜃)


















To obtain the cosine similarity distribution a change of variables with 𝜃 =
arccos 𝑥, 𝑥 ∈ [−1, 1] has to be performed:
𝑝CS(𝑥; 𝑑) =∣
d








⋅ 𝐾𝑑 ⋅ (√1 − 𝑥2)
𝑑−2
(A.5)




The cosine similarity distribution can also be obtained as a special case
of a more general distribution of the ℓ2-norm of 𝑚 components of an 𝑛 +
𝑚-dimensional unit vector. The PDF of this distribution is given by Harman
and Lacko (2010) and Gosmann and Eliasmith (2016)









, 𝑥 ∈ [−1, 1]. (A.7)
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A. Derivation of the cosine similarity distribution
When determining the cosine similarity of two uniformly distributed random
vectors 𝒂 and 𝒃, we are free to chose any set of basis vectors without loss of
generality. Let us chose the basis such that 𝒂 = (𝑎1, 0, 0, … )⊤ is aligned with











The absolute value of this is equal to the length of a one-component subvector
of the unit-vector 𝒃/∥𝒃∥. Thus, we can use (A.7) and divide it by two to account













B. Comparisons of the uniform and
cosine similarity intercept distribu ons
Table B.1 summarizes the change in error over a wide range of parameters when
switching from a uniform intercept distribution to the CS(𝑑 + 2) distribution.
In general, the cosine similarity distribution performs better. It performs equal
to the uniform distribution for 𝑑 = 1 in which case CS(𝑑 + 2) reduces to a
uniform distribution and rectified linear (rate) neurons with a regularization
of 𝜆 = 0.1. The cosine similarity distribution performs slightly worse for rate
neurons (LIF rate and rectified linear) when the regularization is adjusted
to 𝜆 = 0.01 to account for the non-existent spiking noise. The only other
case with slightly worse performance is when computing pairwise products
𝑦𝑖 = 𝑥2𝑖−2𝑥2𝑖−1, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑖/2, but note that no further optimization for this
sort of function has been done and the high dimensionality makes this a hard
function to compute. On the simpler squaring, the cosine similarity distribution
performs better.
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B. Comparisons of the uniform and cosine similarity intercept distributions
Table B.1.: Change in representational error in the NEF when switching from uni-
formly distributed intercepts to CS(𝑑 + 2) distributed intercepts for differ-
ent dimensionalities 𝑑, neuron numbers 𝑛, synaptic time constants 𝜏syn,
decoded functions, regularization 𝜆, and neuron types. A negative change
in error (highlighted red) means that the cosine similarity distribution
performed better. Statistical significance, determined with bootstrapping,
is marked with **** for 𝑝 < 0.0001 and * for 𝑝 < 0.05.
Change in
⟨𝐸d⟩ ⟨𝐸n⟩ ⟨𝐸tot⟩
𝑑 𝑛/𝑑 𝜏syn/s Function 𝜆 Neuron type
1 50 0.005 𝒙 0.100 LIF 0.0000 0.0009 0.0010
2 0.0007 −0.0050**** −0.0043****
4 −0.0020 −0.0139**** −0.0137****
8 0.0037 −0.0318**** −0.0268****
64 10 −0.1239**** −0.2131**** −0.2458****
25 −0.0438**** −0.1743**** −0.1778****
50 0.005 0.0347**** −0.2836**** −0.2790****
0.010 Adaptive LIF 0.0821**** −0.2249**** −0.1790****
LIF 0.0262**** −0.2191**** −0.2142****
LIF Rate 0.0262**** 0.0000* 0.0262****
Rectified Linear 0.0307**** 0.0000 0.0307****
0.100 Adaptive LIF 0.0311**** −0.1315**** −0.0815****
LIF −0.0200**** −0.1313**** −0.1304****
LIF Rate −0.0200**** 0.0000 −0.0200****
Rectified Linear 0.0022 0.0000 0.0022
0.200 LIF −0.0873**** −0.1004**** −0.1320****
𝒙2 0.100 −0.1030**** 0.0229**** −0.1016****
𝑥2𝑖−2𝑥2𝑖−1 0.0084**** 0.0115**** 0.0142****
0.100 𝒙 −0.0200**** −0.0066**** −0.0207****
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𝜏, 𝑥𝑖 ≥ 0. (C.1)
We now justify our choice of 𝜅 = 𝜆 = 1 from the text. This guarantees that
the winning state will converge to its input value, and each losing state will
converge to zero.
C.1. Effect of 𝜅 = 1
To isolate the ‘role’ of 𝜅, we consider the case where 𝜆 ∑𝑗≠𝑖 𝑥𝑗 = 0. This
situation obeys the dynamics:
𝜕𝑥𝑖




We then take the Laplace transform of both sides, and rearrange to obtain:







𝜏𝑠 + 𝜅. (C.3)
When 𝜅 = 1, this is commonly referred to as a first-order lowpass filter with
time-constant 𝜏. The effect of this filter in the time-domain is a convolution with
the exponentially decaying function ℎ(𝑡) ∶= 𝜏−1 exp (−𝑡/𝜏). More generally,
when 𝜅 > 0, this has the transfer function:
1





C. Leaky, Competing Accumulator Model Analysis
which is the same lowpass with an effective time-constant of (𝜏𝜅−1) and a
multiplicative gain of 𝜅−1. In plain words, different values of 𝜅 > 0 do nothing
but alter the effective time-constant and the effective gain on the input.
Therefore, by setting 𝜅 = 1, we have 𝑥𝑖 = 𝑢𝑖 ∗ ℎ provided that 𝜆 ∑𝑗≠𝑖 𝑥𝑗 = 0.
Below we prove that the latter assumption eventually holds whenever 𝑖 is the
index of the winner and 𝜆 = 1, and so the winner 𝑥𝑖 will converge to the value
of its input 𝑢𝑖.
C.2. Effect of 𝜆 = 1
Setting 𝜆 = 𝜅 = 1, and defining 𝜒 ∶= ∑𝑗 𝑥𝑗, we rewrite the dynamics as:
𝜕𝑥𝑖
𝜕𝑡 = (𝑢𝑖 − 𝜒)
1
𝜏, 𝑥𝑖 ≥ 0.
(C.5)
We conceptualize 𝜒 as a single “meta state-variable” that, based on the value of
each 𝑢𝑖, will change each corresponding 𝑥𝑖. For instance, if 𝑖 is the index of the
winner, then 𝑥𝑖 is necessarily only stable when 𝜒 = 𝑢𝑖 ⟺
𝜕𝑥𝑖
𝜕𝑡 = 0. Assuming
stability, 𝜒 = 𝑢𝑖 > 𝑢𝑗 for all 𝑗 ≠ 𝑖, and thus each 𝑥𝑗 necessarily has a negative
derivative. Consequently, all losers 𝑥𝑗 will decrease to zero and stabilize there
due to rectification (and then 𝜒 = 𝑢𝑖 = 𝑥𝑖 holds as anticipated).
We also remark that if 𝜆 ≠ 1 then the derivatives are no longer sorted by their
inputs, and in fact the order will depend on the current state (for instance, it will
depend on the previous winner if the inputs were just altered). Consequently,
if 𝜆 < 1, then not all losers will necessarily go to zero, and if 𝜆 > 1, then the
previous winner may persist.
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D. Fuzzy temporal memory
Here, I derive relations used in the analysis of the optimal fuzzy temporal
memory (Shankar and Howard 2013) used in the main text.
D.1. Discre zed deriva ve

















[𝑐𝑖−1 (𝑠𝑖 − 𝑠𝑖+1)
2 + 𝑐𝑖 ((𝑠𝑖 − 𝑠𝑖−1)
2 − (𝑠𝑖 − 𝑠𝑖+1)
2)




𝐾𝑐 = 𝑠2𝑖 𝑠𝑖+1 − 𝑠2𝑖 𝑠𝑖−1 − 𝑠𝑖𝑠2𝑖+1 + 𝑠𝑖𝑠2𝑖−1 + 𝑠2𝑖+1𝑠𝑖−1 − 𝑠𝑖+1𝑠2𝑖−1.
Lemma 1. When using the optimal fuzzy temporal memory spacing of 𝑠𝑖 given by
𝑡∗𝑖+1 = (1 + 𝜈)𝑡∗𝑖 ⇔ 𝑠𝑖 = (1 + 𝜈)𝑠𝑖+1 with 𝜈 > 0 and 𝑠𝑖 > 𝑠𝑖+1, we have
𝑠𝑖 − 𝑠𝑖+1 < 𝑠𝑖−1 − 𝑠𝑖.
Proof.
𝑠𝑖 − 𝑠𝑖+1
?< 𝑠𝑖−1 − 𝑠𝑖
⇔ (1 + 𝜈)𝑠𝑖+1 − 𝑠𝑖+1
?< (1 + 𝜈)2𝑠𝑖+1 − (1 + 𝜈)𝑠𝑖+1
⇔ 2 + 2𝜈 − 1 − 1 − 2𝜈 − 𝜈2 ?< 0
⇔ −𝜈2 < 0
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D. Fuzzy temporal memory
It follows from Lemma 1 that
(𝑠𝑖 − 𝑠𝑖−1)
2 > (𝑠𝑖 − 𝑠𝑖−1)




2 > (𝑠𝑖 − 𝑠𝑖+1)
2 . (D.3)
This gives the 𝑐𝑖+1 coefficient corresponding, to (𝑠𝑖 − 𝑠𝑖−1)2, the largest contri-
bution in the discrete derivative. Repeated application to obtain a higher-order
𝑘-th derivative will yield 𝑐𝑖+𝑘 with the largest coefficient accordingly. Thus, the
𝑘-th derivative for 𝑐𝑖 with respect to 𝑠 will be dominated by the timescale 𝑡∗𝑖+𝑘.
D.2. Required neurons
To achieve a lower timescale of 𝜏1 an appropriate 𝜈 for spacing 𝑡∗𝑖 can be
obtained with (13.6) as
− (1 + 𝜈)𝑘𝑡∗1 ≤ 𝜏1 ⇔ 𝜈 ≤ 𝑘√−𝜏1/𝑡∗1 − 1. (D.4)
By spacing 𝑀 nodes, the earliest reconstructable point 𝑡∗max is given by
𝑡∗max = (1 + 𝜈)
𝑀𝑡∗1 (D.5)
from which the minimum 𝑀 for given 𝑡∗max follows as
𝑀 ≥
log(𝑡∗max/𝑡∗1)
log(1 + 𝜈) . (D.6)
To be able to construct the 𝑘-th discrete derivative an additional 2𝑘 nodes for
a total of 𝑀 + 2𝑘 nodes are required. The noise in the output of the leaky
accumulators is amplified by 𝑔𝜂,NEF. As additional neurons will diminish
noise by 𝑂(1/√𝑛) (Section 6.2), the number of neurons needs to be scaled
by 𝑔2𝜂,NEF to achieve the same noise level that would be present without the
noise amplification. Multiplying these factors together with a base number of
neurons 𝑁 used to represent a single dimension and the number of dimensions
𝑑 yields (13.7):
𝑁tot(𝑡∗1, 𝑘) = 𝑁𝑑 𝑔2𝜂,NEF(𝜈, 𝑘) (𝑀 + 2𝑘) .
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